
Chapter - One

1.1 Focus of  the study :-

Nepal is a poor and developing country. About 83% of the people of

Nepal depend on agriculture. Therefore, the economic condition of the nation

also depends on agriculture. On the other hand, economic development of the

nation depends on its industrial establishment Business companies are essential

also for the economic development of the developing countries. Rapid economic

development is important for all countries of the world. Particularly, economic

development is an important aspect for the development of the country like

Nepal.

Industrialization is essential part of economic development of the country

in the world these days. Developing countries are continuously trying to create

necessary infrastructure and emphasizing on industrialization because it helps to

up lift the economic standard of the people, generate employment opportunities,

save foreign exchange through export promotion and reduce the dependency on

import. Industrialization is the back bone of the developing country like Nepal.

A country becomes fully developed if it uses appropriate patterns of

industrialization because economic development of a country can make its

strong and powerful in the world.

Nepal is mixed economy as well as least developed countries in the

world, where per capital income is only $ 210 (WB 1988)1 and industrial sector

is the second leading sector after agriculture. It is usually considered that a

country which is advance on path of economic development, the role of

agriculture sector goes on decreasing where the role of industrialization

increases. It reduces automatically, the pressure on agricultural land.

1 His Majesty's Government Planning Commission "The eight Plan"
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History of industrialization process in Nepal begins with the formulation

of first company Act 1936 and with the establishment of jute mill in Biratnagar

while cottage & small scale industries were developed since ancient period and

that was a glorious time for the development of handicraft and cottage industries

in Nepal.

However, history of modern industrial development as Nepal can be

classified in to the following three periods.

Rana Ruling period (1936 to 1950 AD) : -

It was a period of rapid industrial development mainly due to world's

situation. Availability of foreign capital & technology were other reasons for

such rapid industrial development. Under this period Juddha match factory,

Biratnagar Jute Mill & Morang Sugar Mill were established.

Middle period (1950 to 1956 AD) : - In this period industrial development was

badly affected.

Industrialization of planning period (1956 to current fiscal year) :- After the

inception of planning in Nepal in 1956, the government started to develop the

basic infrastructure network first & establishment of different types of

enterprises coming up to the present stage. Since 1956, many industrial sectors

have been established in Nepal such as consumer products industries (Sugar,

Match, Cigarette, dairy product etc) textile industries, carpet industries, cement

industries, metal industries etc. Among the various PEs, cement industry is one

of the basic agro-based PEs industries. Cement is a fundamental construction

material for strong and durable construction works. The consumption rate of

cement has been increasing every year. The demand of cement is fulfilled by

internal and external supplier at present. The external main source is India.

Among the internal Himal cement company, Udaypur cement company,

Annapurna cement company, Maruti cement industry, Tribeni Cement industry

and Hetauda Cement industry are major manufactures and supplier of cement. A

cement industries has greater proposed and scope now a days. The study focuses

on Hetauda Cement Industry.



The large- scale natural resource user Hetauda Cement

industries limited was incorporated under company act 2021 B.S. with the share

investment of Nepal government and loan assistance of Asian development

Bank. Later, credit from national and international commercial bank was also

received for financing the project. It’s initial source of finance are Nepal
Government 13%, Nepal Bank Limited 66% and Asian development Bank 21%.

It has its factory in lamsure at the bank of sasauni brook, in front

of the industrial district of the Hetauda at Hetauda of Makawanpur district of

Narayani zone in middle development region of Nepal. HCIL is a

manufacturing enterprise which is located at Hetauda Municipality. It was

established in 2033 B.S. to fulfill the fifth national periodic plans. The main

objective of this industry was to substitute the import and fulfill 50% of the

national demand but the industry meets about 30.88 % supplying 123557.200

MT. national demands at 45.40 % capacity utilization in fiscal year 2050/051. It

was established under fully government ownership investing Rs.206 millions. If

produces only the ordinary Portland cement whose brand name is ‘SHAKTI’
cement and is marketed by the company itself. The targeted market of the

industry is nation wide.

Proper financial management is of great importance in every business

enterprises, from the view point of achieving success. In this respect working

capital play a significant role in every aspect. Working capital is needed for day

to day operations of the business, so it can be considered as the life blood for

any business.

For any business industries, working capital management is essential

mainly for four reasons.

1) Business firm determine the adequacy of investment in current assets,

otherwise it would seriously erode their liquidity base.

2) They must select the types of current assets suitable for investments so as

to raise their operational efficiency.



3) That is easy to ascertain the turn over the current assets that greatly

determine the profitability of the private enterprise.

4) That must find out the appropriate sources of funds to finance current

assets.

A manufacturing company must have an adequate supply of raw material

to process, labors, power, fuel etc. Then raw materials are converted into WIP

into finished goods and the final product to sell in market and also must have

capability of waiting for the market and also have an ability to sell in credit in

this era of cut-throat competitions. Either excess working capital or less

working capital both may be dangerous for the company.

The main functions of working capital management are

 To adjust to change in the firm & level of sales activities caused by

seasonal, cyclical and random factors.

 To contribute to maximize the value of firms current assets holding.

Thus study also focuses on how Hetauda Cement Industry limited utilizes

the available fund very well. Besides, this study also focuses on the relationship

between current assets, current liabilities and other variables which affects the

working capital management of Hetauda Cement Industry. This study only

focuses on the working capital management and its significance during past five

years from 058/59 to 062/63.

1.2 Statement of problems :-

Hetauda Cement Industry Limited has not been able to meet the countries

demand. Hetauda cement industry limited is also not free from problems. Some

of the problems which come to know in the field of working capital

management of the company are as follows.

1) It is not clearly shown that Hetauda Cement Industry limited is able to

utilize current assets properly?



2) What is the variability in the size of investment in current assets?

3) What is the significance of current assets management?

4) Is there any need to control over investment in current assets?

5) Has there been change in the variability in investment in the current

assets over a period of study?

6) Is there any difficulty in current assets of Hetauda Cement Industry

Limited to manage?

7) Which of the current assets create more problems?

8) What are the motives for holding cash?

1.3 Needs and importance of the study :-

For the smooth operation of organization in the short run as well as in

long run, Sound financial performance is a prerequisite problem. Analysis

describes the various components of assets like cash, inventories, debtor,

receivable, out sanding income and liabilities like creditors, short term debt,

bank overdraft etc. It is very important for the evaluation for financial

performance of any business enterprise. Working capital is the life blood of

business enterprise. There are so many tools & technique to evaluate financial

strength & weakness of a company. Analysis & interpretation is also very

important to evaluate financial strength & weakness. Without investment in

working capital production cycle is not possible. In absence of production, there

is no question of distribution, marketing and profit. So investment in working

capital is essential for any manufacturing and non manufacturing organization.

Working capital is the size of the investment in each type of current

assets. Each of these current assets should be managed efficiently and

effectively. It is because of decision regarding working capital not only affects

profitability of the firm in the short run but also affects the survival in the long

run.



1.4 Objectives of the study :-

The basis objective of this study is to find out and measure the working

capital structure of Hetauda Cement Industry Limited. The objective of the

study is to know a true information about the working capital position of

Hetauda Cement Industry Limited and to make certain solid recommendation

for necessary improvements. It tries to study the changes that have taken place

there over a given period of time.

Some important objectives of the study can be pointed out as follows.

1) To identify the various aspects of working capital of Hetauda Cement

Industry Limited.

2) To know the situation of the working capital management of Hetauda

Cement Industry Limited  with respect to cash credits & inventory

management.

3) To present the relationship between sales & different variable of working

capital.

4) To see the effect of working capital on profitability.

5) To find out & identify the basic reasons for losses.

6) To analyze and find out whether the available fund are fully utilized or

not.

7) To measure the liquidity position of different components of working

capital.

8) To highlight working capital, on the application of financial tools and

standard norms used by Hetauda Cement Industry Limited.

9) To recommend measures, as a guide lines to Hetauda Cement Industry

Limited and take decision related to their own shareholders and creditors.



1.5 Hypothesis of the study :-

Following null hypothesis, which are set on the basis of the research

problem discussed in the above section, would be tested during the course of the

study.

1) There is no significance difference between current assets and total assets

in the regard of average proportion increase.

2) There is no significance difference in average proportion increase of

inventory and current assets.

3) The relationship between cash balance & current assets does not differ in

the regard of average proportion increase

4) There is significant difference in average proportion increase between

receivable & current asses amount i.e. the volume of current assets

depends on the share of receivable on it.

5) There is significant difference between current assets & current liabilities

in the sense of average proportion increases i.e. current assets are

affected by liabilities.

1.6 Research Methodology :-

Research methodology is known as the research method or technique and

the process of arriving at the solution of the problem through planned &

systematic dealing with the collection, analysis and interpretation of the facts

and figure through the entire study. The objective of the research is to analyze

the financial strength & weakness of Hetauda Cement Industry Limited.  In

order to achieve the objectives of the study the following research methodology

has been followed. It includes research design, data collection and procedure,

period covered, nature & sources of data, used tools for analysis of data and

research variables.



1.6.1 Research Design:- Research design is a plan, structure and strategy

of investigation conceived so as to obtain answer to research questions and to

control the variance. It gives the frame work of the study. This study aims to

find out the working capital position of the Hetauda Cement Industry

Limited published annual reports (from 2058/59 to 2062/63) comprising

balance sheet, profit & loss account and other accounting statement. Thus the

study follows the descriptive as well as analytical approach.

1.6.2 Population and sample:- At present the cement industry in Nepal

consists of nearly 50 units which are the population for the study. The

selection of any of these units can not fairly represent the characteristics of the

entire population. However, the question of population and sample does not

arise; the study is a case of the Hetauda Cement Industry Limited.

1.6.3 Nature and sources of data:- The study is based mainly on

secondary data. The sources of secondary data are internal and

external. The internal secondary data includes data available in financial

statement and unpublished official records of Hetauda Cement Industry

Limited. The external secondary data includes the data available in

books, periodicals, and unpublished officials records of the government

organization and published & unpublished reports.

1.6.4 Data collection techniques:-First of all exhaustive list of required

data and information for the study are prepared. Then a letter of

recommendation for proper help asked for and obtained from the campus.

After that the data needed for the evaluation of financial condition of the

Hetauda Cement Industry Limited is obtained directly from the registered

head office of the industry at Hetauda of Makawanpur district. The

supplementary data and information are obtained from the unpublished

official records of the register of companies the reports of the controller and

Auditor General of Nepal and previous studies related to this aspect.

1.6.5 Data analysis tools:- The financial techniques like ratio analysis

and trend are the main tools for the purpose of analyzing financial facts in the

study. In addition, the statistical tools like percentage, average also are applied

in order to make the analysis more systematic, scientific and useful.



1.7 Research questions :-

In order to fulfill the objective of the study and to make easier analysis of

data, research questions are essential some research questions are raised as

follows:

1) Whether the working capital of Hetauda Cement Industry Limited is well

managed?

2) Whether the working capital position of Hetauda Cement Industry

Limited is well define?

3) Why and how Hetauda Cement Industry Limited has fallen in losses or

gain?

4) Is there positive balance between current assets & current liabilities?

5) Is there any sequence between debt collection & credit payment policy?

1.8 Assumptions and limitations of the study :-

The main assumptions of this study any as follows:-

1) The study has covered only a period of 5 years from fiscal year 2058/059

to 2062/063 and attempts to make trend analysis.

2) The study is limited to working capital management of Hetauda Cement

Industry Limited.

3) The area of study is only working capital management.

4) The time at hand is also short.

5) It is based on historical data. So it is not the forecast for the current

financial position of the future period.



6) The effects of monetary inflation are not considered in this study.

7) Working days of the industry is assumed 365 days per year.

8) Government rules and regulation, technological aspect of the industries

also affect the financial position of the industries so they are ignored.

1.9 Organization of the study :-

This research work about working capital position of Hetauda Cement

Industry Limited has been classified into five chapters i.e. introduction, review

of literature, research methodology, representation & analysis of data &

summary, conclusion and recommendation. The small introduction about these

five chapters is as follows:

1) Introduction: - The first chapter high lights the basic objective, a brief

introduction of the company and structure of the study. In this chapter,

problems are identified and the argument for the study is also justified.

Thus, the introduction portion includes statement of the problem, need of

the study, objective of the study, assumptions & limitations of the study,

research methodology, research questions and hypothesis of the study.

2) Review of literature: - A brief presentation of the related studies and

findings as well as review of various pertinent literatures has been dealt in

this chapter.

3) Research methodology: - In this chapter, methodology used for the

purpose of this study is dealt with research design, sources of data and

data collection procedure and tools & techniques of finance & statistics.

4) Presentation & analysis of data:-The financial data are presented,

analyzed & interpreted to know the working capital position in this

chapter. The data have been presented, analyzed and interpreted with the

tools & techniques of finance and statistics i.e. ratio analysis, correlation

coefficient & trend analysis. So this chapter shows financial conclusion.



At least this chapter gives answers to our research questions for Hetauda

Cement Industry Limited.

5) Summary, conclusion & recommendation: - The last chapter includes

summary of the study, conclusion of the study & the concrete remedial

measures for the improvement of the working capital management

decision as well as other financial decisions are presented as

recommendations.



Chapter - Two

2.1 Meaning & concept of working capital: -

Every business needs capital for two purposes. The first requires for long

term purpose which is called fixed capital. Such funds are required to create

production facilities. Investment in plants, Machinery, land & building etc.

comes under production activity. Investment in these assets represents that part

of firm's capital which is block on a permanent or fixed basis. Such assets are

not purchased with the objective of resale.

To operate business, a firm also needs another type of capital which is

known as short term capital or working capital. The capital required for running

day to day operation of a business is called working capital.

"The funds required for purchase of raw material, payment of wages and

other day to day expenses etc is called as working capital. The investment for

working capital may be transformed into cash with in a short period. So it is

also called circulating capital or revolving capital or floating capital. It is the life

blood and nerve centre of a business."2

Working capital concerned with current assets & current liabilities. The

assets which are expected to be converted into cash with a short period are

known as current assets. Some important current assets are cash in hand. Cash at

bank, Account receivable, bills receivable sundry debtors, inventories,

marketable securities, advance expenses, outstanding income etc. The liabilities

which are expected to have been paid with in a short period are known as

current liabilities. Some important current liabilities are bank overdraft, sundry

creditors, bills payable, notes payable, outstanding expenses, advance income,

cash credit etc.

2 R.M. Dangol "Accounts of financial analysis and planning"

Review of Literature



Mainly, there are two concepts of working capital. They are i ) Gross

Concept ii) Net Concept.

Gross concept of working capital  :- According to this concept, working

capital refers to that part of capital which is required for financing short term or

current assets. So according to this concept, working capital is the total of

current assets.

Net concept of working capital :- According to this concept, working

capital is the difference between current assets of current liabilities. The gross

concept is a financial or going concern concept, where as net working capital

concept is accounting concept of working capital. Net working capital can be

positive or negative. A positive net working capital will arise when current

assets exceed current liabilities. A negative net working capital occurs when

current liabilities are excess of current assets.

How ever it is concluded that both gross & net working capital are

important aspect of working capital management. There is no precise way to

determine the extra amount of gross or net working capital for every firm. From

the statement of management & accountancy, it is proper to assume difference

between current assets & current liabilities as a working capital of company in

right way. The company easily handles financial problems of current assets

exceed current liabilities.

2.2 Classification of working capital: -

The classification of working capital can be made in two ways: -

2.2.1. On the basis of concept :- On the basis of concept working capital

can be divided into two parts i.e. i) Gross working capital and ii) Net working

capital.

Gross working capital is the total of current assets & net working capital

is the difference between current assets & current liabilities.



2.2.2. On the basis of time: - On the basis of time working capital can be

divided into following two parts:

i) Permanent or fixed working capital: -

There is always & minimum level of working capital which is

continuously required by a firm in order to maintain its activities. This

minimum level of current assets is called fixed working capital.

ii) Temporary or variable working capital: -

Any amount of working capital over the permanent level of working

capital is known as temporary working capital. The amount of such

capital will be move. It can not be used properly in the business beyond

the time of emergency.

It is needed to meet fluctuation in demand consequent up on changes in

production & sales as a result of seasonal change. The basic distribution

between permanent & temporary working capital is illustrated in figure as

given below:
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Above figure shows that the permanent level is fairly constant and whole

temporary working capital is fluctuating i.e. Some times increasing & some

times decreasing.

The permanent working capital line may not be horizontal. This is

because the demand for permanent assets might be increasing or decreasing to

support a raising level of activity.

2.3 Nature of working capital: -

Nature and inter - relationship of working capital can be best understood

by operating cycle of the firm. A firm begins with cash that is used for purchase

of raw material & bought in components. Materials and other operating supplies

can also be purchased on credit that in turn generates accounts payable. Further

cash is expected to pay the labour & other either manufacturing costs & further

trade credit obtained to enable production of finished goods, which are

eventually sold on credit giving rise to account receivables. The collection of

receivables brings cash into the firm & creditors are paid. The average time,

which elapse between the acquisition of materials or services entering into cash

realization constitutes on operating cycle. The operating cycle can be depicted

as given below:
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In order to reduce the requirement of working capital, the management

should reduce the period of the operating cycle. This underlines affecting

working capital so as to get the optional result. This leads us to discuss about

the structure of working capital.

2.4 Need & importance of working capital: -

Working capital is the life blood & nerve centre of a business. The

circular of blood is essential in the human body for maintaining life. Similarly,

working capital is also very essential to maintain the smooth operation of a

business. No business can run successfully with out an adequate amount of

working capital. The following are the main advantages of maintaining adequate

amount of working capital in the business.

(a) Solvency: - There will be uninterrupted flow of production by

arrangement of adequate working capital. A business can run smoothly in

the presence of adequate working capital. In this situation, the short term

liability can be paid  with in a short period. Thus it helps to strength the

solvency position of a business.

(b) Goodwill: - A firm with sufficient working capital can provide the

payment with in time to employees & creditors. In such a case there is no

complaint against the firm. As a result, it helps a firm in creating &

maintaining goodwill.



(c) Easy loans: - A reputed company having adequate working capital need

not face any problem to get loan. It can arrange the loan easily from the

banks & financial institution for the funds which are necessary to operate

a business.

(d) Cash discount: - A business firm having adequate capital can easily

manage the cash for purchase of the goods. Immediate payment of cash

enables a concern to receive huge discount on purchase and hence it

reduces the cost.

(e) Regular supply of raw materials :- In the case of sufficient working

capital it can easily supply raw materials necessary for production

and there is not chance of disturbance in production. The uninterrupted

flow of production enables the concern to supply its production in the

market regularly.

(f) Morale of management :- Due tot the adequate working capital, the over

all efficiency of the business increases. It creates an environment of security,

confidence and high morale of management.

(g) Smooth operation of business :- A firm with sufficient working capital

can smoothly operate the business. Due to available of adequate working

capital it can make regular payment of salaries, wages & other day to day

commitments. By paying these expenses regularly at time the morale of

employees on one hand  and on the other their efficiency also increases.

(h) Ability to face crisis :- A business concern has naturally to face various

problems such as economic depression, strike, natural disaster etc. The

concern with adequate working capital can face such crisis.

(i) Regular return :- The management of ample working capital helps a firm

to pay quick and regular dividend to its investors. Because of adequate

working capital, the firm does not have to plough back of profit & hence

it provides confidence to its invertors and creates a favorable market to

raise additional funds in the future.



2.5 Determinant of working capital :-
The needs working capital of a firm depends upon various factors. These

factors may very from one type business to another type of business and

also changes from time to time. The working capital needed at a point of

time may not be good enough for some other situations. Following

are some important factors which affects the working capital

requirement of a firm.

(a) Nature of business :- The amount of working capital depends mainly

upon the nature of business. In accordance with the nature of business,

some firms need more working capital & some need less. In comparison

the public utility concern with the manufacturing concern. Manufacturing

concern have to invest substantially in working capital and a nominal

amount in the fixed capital so they need a large amount of working

capital.

(b) Size of business :- The size of business plays an important role on

determining working capital. Generally, a firm with larger scale of

operation needs more working capital than a small firm. But in some

cases, the small or medium scale firm also may need a large amount of

working capital.

(c) Manufacturing process & length of production cycle :- The

manufacturing process & length of production cycle also affects heavily

on the working capital determination. Long manufacturing process needs

more working capital and long length of production cycle also needs

more working capital.

(d) Growth & expansion of business :- The excessive working capital is

needed for the growth & expansion of business. Theoretically, the fixed

capital is needed more for the developing enterprises. But for the



operation & maintenance of fixed capital, the working capital is also

needed.

(e) Rapidity of turn over :- Turn over represents the speed with which the

working capital is recovered by the sale of goods. If the turnover rate is

high, lower amount of working capital will be sufficient. But if the turn

over rate in low, then naturally large amount of working capital is needed.

(f) Terms & conditions of purchases & sales :- The determination of

working capital depends highly up on the terms and conditions of sales &

purchases. A concern purchases its requirement on credit & sales its

product on cash requires less amount of working capital. At the same

time a concern buying its requirement for cash & allowing credit to its

customers need the working capital at a maximum level.

(g) Seasonal nature :- If the raw materials are not available through out the

year, the enterprise have to buy raw material in full during the season to

ensure an uninterrupted flow & process them during the entire year. For

this purpose, the firm has to invest a huge amount of working capital.

(h) Dividend policy :- The dividend policy reflects the working capital even

though there is no direct relation of dividend with working capital. The

firm having more earning capacity may generate cash profit from

operation & can contribute to working capital. The need for working

capital can be meet with the retained earning. A firm which declares and

distributed higher amount of cash dividend irrespective of its profit, need

larger amount of working capital. But a firm that retains larger part of its

profit & distributes lower amount of cash dividend, needs a less

amount of working capital.

(i) Operating efficiency of the firm :- The operating efficiency of the

concern also plays the key role for determining the working capital.

Operating efficiency of the firm results in optimum utilization of

resources at minimum cost. Proper utilization of resources improves



the profitability of the firm which will in turn release greater funds

for working capital purposes.

(j) Working capital cycle :- The working capital cycle begins with the

purchase of raw materials & ends with the realization of cash from the

sale of finished product. If working capital cycle takes long time, the

large amount of working capital is required and vice - versa.

(k) Price level changes :- The price level changes also affect the working

capital. Generally a firm must arrange a large amount of working capital

when the price level increases & vice versa.

(l) Business cycle :- The alternative expansion & contraction in general

business activity is referred by business cycle. During the boom period,

the manufactures would like to produce more of finished goods as a result

larger amount of working capital demands. During depression also a

heavy amount of working capital is needed due to the inventories being

locked, unsold & book debts uncollected.

(m) Access to money market :- The firm, which has good relation with

financial institutions or banks can easily take the loan from them.

Through the help of loan the need of working capital can be minimized.

(n) Technology Development :- The technological development also effects

the working capital. To bring improvement simplicity, easiness and more

speed production a business firm must use modern technology. The changes in

technology also demands changes on requirement of working capital.

(o) Transport & communication facilities :- The transport & communication

facilities help publicize the finished goods quickly and speed up the sales

as well as the collection of necessary raw material easily. In that case less

amount of working capital is needed. In the contrary, in the absence of

transport & communication facilities, a large amount of working capital

is needed due to the possibility of a huge amount of capital blocked.

2.6 Working capital financing policy :-



A firm working capital assets policy is never set in a vacuum it is always

established in conjunction with the firm working capital financing policy. With

the firm's working capital financing policy, a firm can adopt different financing

policies in relation to current assets.

Mainly there are three approaches to financing policy. They are as

follows:

2.6.1. Conservative approach :- Under this approach, a firm finances its

permanent current assets a part of temporary current assets with long

term financing. So under this policy, there is less risk as well as less

return.

2.6.2. Aggressive approach :- Under this approach, a firm finances its

permanent current assets & call temporary current assets with short term

financing. So there is more risk as well as more return under this policy.

2.6.3. Moderate approach :- Under this policy the firm finances from both short

term and long term financing. So there is moderate level of risk as well as profit.

2.7 Working capital investment policy :-

Investing policy refers to the investment of amount in current assets.

Working capital investment policy is the measure function of management.

Profitability of the firm mainly based up on the working capital investing

policy. A firm with best working capital investing policy can achieved his goal

easily.



Mainly there are three types of working capital investing policy. They are

as follows:

2.7.1. Aggressive policy :- Under this policy, a firm holds relatively large

amount of such type of current assets. In this policy there will be less

liquidity risk as well as profitability.

2.7.2. Conservative approach :- Under this policy, a firm holds relatively low

level each type of current assets. In this policy there will be greater

liquidity risk as well as profitability.

2.7.3. Moderate approach :- Under this policy, a firm hold & moderate level of

current assets & there will be moderate chance of profitability & liquidity

risk.

Working capital investment policy can be shown in graph as follows:

Sales Amount (Rs.)

Working Capital investment Policy

2.8 Determination of working capital :-

The working capital plays an important role in a business. In its absence

business can not operate smoothly. In order to maintain a particular level of

operation, the working capital must be arranged sufficiently. But it is not an
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easy task to estimate the required amount of working capital. It should not be

more or less than requirement. An amount is excess of the requisite working

capital which is not utilized properly and remains idle, can increase the cost.

Similarly, an inadequate working capital creates a lot of problem. Hence, both

over and under working capital are harmful for the business concern and it

should be determined carefully.

To determine the amount of working capital, the following items are

usually included.

(i) The number of manufacturing goods with in a period.

(ii) Total cost incurred on material, wages & indirect expenditure.

(iii) The period for which raw materials are to remain in stores.

(iv) Time to revolve production cycle on and time gap between the processing

of raw materials & conversion in to finished goods.

(v) The length of sales cycle during which finished goods are to be kept

mating for sales.

(vi) The day to day expenses to be charged for business operation.

(vii) The average period of credit allowed to customers.

(viii) The amount required for advance payment.

(ix) The average period allowed by supplier.

(x) The time lag in the payment of wages as other expenses.

The required amount of working capital can be determined by deducting

the amount calculated by last two points from the sum of first eight points.

2.9 Working capital cash flow cycle :-



Working capital requirement is basically depends up on the working

capital cash flow cycle. The working capital cash flow cycle begins with the

purchase of raw materials & ends with the realization of cash from the sale of

finished product. If working capital cycle takes long time, the large amount of

working capital is required and vice versa.

Working capital cycle consists the following terms:

1. Inventory conversion period :- Average length of time required to

convert. Materials into finished goods & then to sale these goods is

known as inventory conversion period. It can be calculated as follows:

Inventory conversion period =

2. Receivable conversion period :- Average length of time required to

convert the firm's receivable into cash is known as receivable collection

period. It can be calculated as follows:

Receivable collection period =

3. Payable deferral period :- Average length of time between the purchase

of raw materials & labour & the payment of cash for them is known as

payable deferral period. It can be calculated as follows:

Payable deferral period =

4. Cash conversion period / cash conversion cycle :- The length of time

between the firms actual cash expenditure pay for productive resources &

its own cash receipts from the sale of its products is known as cash

conversion cycle. It can be calculated as follows:

Cash conversion cycle = Inventory conversion period + Receivable

collection period - Payable deferral period

A complete working capital cash flow cycle is given below
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2.10 Methods of determining working capital :-

Mainly there are two methods of determining working capital. There are

as follows:

2.10.1Projected balance sheet method : It is the traditional approach towards

projection of working capital requirement. Under this method, the amount

of working capital is determined on the basis of current assets & current

liabilities contained in the balance sheet.

2.10.2. Operating cycle method : Balance sheet approach does not indicate

the exact position of working capital. Hence a new method named operating

cycle method has been developed.

In this method the working capital is determined by considering the

number of items of amount required for raw materials, receivables,

payable, operating expenses and operating period for all these items.

A statement to calculate working capital can be applied as follows:

Table - 1

Calculation of Working Capital

For Manufacturing Concern



Particulars Amount (Rs.) Amount (Rs.)

Current assets :

Raw material ××

work in process :

Raw material                                    ××

Direct labour ××

Overhead ×× ××

Finished goods :

Raw material                                     ××

Direct labour                                     ××

Overhead ×× ××

Sundry debtors :

Raw material                                     ××

Direct labour                                     ××

Overhead ×× ××

Payment in advance if any ××

Total current assets (&) ××



Current Liabilities :

Creditors ××

Outstanding Expenses ××

Other if any ××

Total Current Liabilities (B) ××

Working Capital (A-B) ××

Add : Provision for contingencies ××

Net Working Capital ××

2.11 Concept of Working Capital Management :-

Working capital management is the management of current assets &

current liabilities of the firm. Current assets means, the assets which normally

get converted into cash with in a year. The major current assets are cash,

marketable securities, sundry debtors, bills receivable, inventory & advance

expenses etc. Current liability means liabilities that are normally payable with in

a year. The major current liabilities are bank overdraft, sundry creditors, bills

payable and outstanding expenses etc. Working capital management involves

managing the firms liquidity which if turn in involves managing

(i) The firms investment in current assets and

(ii) Its use of current liabilities.

It is very important aspect of corporate financial management, due to the

following reasons i.e. the importance of working capital management can be

point out as follows:



 Good management of short - term assets and liabilities

 Creation of good will

 Utilization of opportunities

 Regular supply of materials

 Easy availability of cash discount

 Creates feeling of security & confidence

 Easy for bank loan

 Facility of off-season purchasing

 Smooth operation of business

 Creates good morale of employees

In this way it is the very important aspect which directly affects the

profitability, liquidity of the firms.

2.12 Review of Research Work :-

Under this section, an efforts is being made to scrutinize some of research

out comes performed under the heading of working capital management.

"Dr. Khagendra Acharya" has studied the working capital management of

manufacturing public enterprises. Some major outcomes of this study are:

(i) Inventory constitutes the most important and largest element of working

capital in NTDC. The overall adequacy of inventory in NTDC discloses

that the growth of working capital and inventory in the corporation

are negatively correlated.

(ii) Receivables are growing rapidly than the corresponding growth on sales

volume.



(iii) The break even analysis of NTDC reveals that due to insufficient working

capital the corporation has been selling its product at a for below rate then

its break even.

(iv) Monitoring the proper functioning of working capital management has

never been included in the managerial job.

(v) NTDC is expected to improve its prevalent system of inventory

management regarding the planning of purchases of spare parts, manures

insecticides, fuels etc.

(vi) There should be a close relation between the production units of different

estates and the central material management department.

(vii) The credit policy, which is not clear in itself has not been followed by the

corporation while collecting the over due accounts.

"Dr. Puspa Ray Sharma," reader of T.U. conducted a research named by

working capital management in Biratnagar Jute Mills and Raghupati Jute Mills

Pvt. Ltd. He had undertaken altogether 10 years starting from fiscal year

2026/27 to 2035/36. Some of this important conclusions and recommendations

are as follows:-

(i) The nature of management of current assets in the both mill are almost

some. However, Management of stocks & debtor in BJM Seems better &

cash management seems better in RJM.

(ii) The nature of management of inventory in both the mills are same. The

turn over ratio are relatively lower in the later year of the study.

(iii) The management of cash in RJM with compared to BJM is efficient in

utilizing its cash and bank balances, but not effective in maintaining its

liquidity.

(iv) The indices of total current liabilities of BJM and RJM indicated that they

had rather in increasing trend.



(v) Both the jute mills should make their seeing effective so that heavy stocks

of finished goods would be minimum. For this, both the mills should

make their selling units efficient.

(vi) Both the jute mills have faced an acute shortage of liquidity in the later

years.

(vii) Inventory management should be given highest priority by the top

management of both mills.

(viii) The debt collection efficiency of both the mills are improved. Greater

attention should be given to collect the debt from institution.



Chapter - Three

3.1 Introduction :-

Research methodology is known as the research method or technique and

the process of arriving at the solution of the problem though planned &

systematic dealing with collection, analysis & interpretation of the facts and

figure to use through the entire study.

A systematic methodology is considered as inevitable for achieving true,

better and superior consequences. Every research develops the theory. Theory is

the relationship between two facts. Research is connected with investigation,

inquiry and development of theory.

Thus, Research methodology refers to the various sequential steps to b

adopted by a researcher in studying a problem with certain abject in view.

Research methodology basically described the methods, processes, tools

& techniques used in the analysis of data, arriving at generalization and

preparation of the report.

Purpose of this chapter is to high light the different methods & conditions

that are applied during the present research. It describes research design, nature

& sources of data, population & sample, data collection procedure, processing

procedure and use of analytical tools.

3.2 Research design :-

Research design is a systematic planning, structure & strategy for

conduction a particular research work. “A research is the arrangement of the
conditions for collection and analysis of data in a manner that aims to combine

the relevance to the research purpose with economy in procedure.''

Research Methodology



Research design is a plan, structure and strategy of investigation

conceived so as to obtain answer to research Question & to control variance. A

man is the overall scheme or program of research. The structure of the research

is more specific. It is the outline, the scheme, paradigm of the operation of

variables. When we draw diagrams that outline, the variable & their relation and

junta position, we build structural schemes for accomplishing operational

research purposes, strategy as used here is also more specific than plan. The

study is concerned with past phenomena. So the past information are collected,

evaluated, verified & analyzed systematically.

3.3 Nature & Sources of data:-

Generally, we can classify the data into primary & secondary. The data

which are taken from the interview of the concerned person from the incidental

place can be term as primary data. These data are very essential for the research.

But the company during the fiscal year 2057/058 to 2061/062 primarily bases

this study upon secondary data, which are publishing. Main source of data is

factory office of the Hetauda cement Industry Limited, For the purpose of study

mainly secondary dates are used. The data, which are connected from the fiscal

year 2057/58 to 2061/062, are gathered from the account department of the

company in printed form.

3.4 Data collection procedure:-

For the study purpose, 5 years audited balance sheets, profit & loss

accounts & other related document, which secondary in nature are collected

from the company. Other necessary information & document related to this

study has also been collected for the help of friends & phone from the company.

3.5 Data processing procedure:-

The main source of data is the factory building of Hetauda cement

Industry Limited. The required 5-year’s financial statements are collected



directly from the factory & some other relevant information is collected from

the office of the management.

The audited financial statements are presented as viewpoint of company

management. All required data were available in crude. All crude data are

collected & later they are reclassified, re arranged & prepared as per the

requirement of the study.

3.6 Tools & techniques of working capital analysis:-

To make rational decisions in keeping with the objective of firm, the

analysis must have certain tools and technique. The type of tool and technique

varies according to the specific objective of the study. So, Analysis is the part of

large information processing system on which informed decision can be based

selection of appropriate tools and techniques is essential. Thus, every tools and

techniques selected must be appropriate tools & techniques for analysis.

The main objective of this study is to analyze the working capital

position. There are many tools & techniques to evaluate working capital of a

firm. Some of them are as follow:-

3.6.1 Ratio analysis:-

Simply, ratio is the relationship between two variable measured in terms

of numeric value. But in business ratio analysis is the tool that determines the

different relationship between financial statements in term of minimum

mathematical language. A single figure by itself has no meaning but when

expressed in terms of related figure, it yields significant inferences and makes

related information comparable.

Thus the term ratio refers to the numerical of quantities relation between

two items and variable. This relationship can be expressed in following three

ways.

1) In percentage

2) In fraction or proportion



3) In times

It is wildly used tool of financial analysis. Financial ratios are classified

into four groups on the basis of utility.

1) Liquidity ratio

2) Leverage ratio

3) Profitability ratio

4) Activity turnover ratio

This entire ratio consists of various ratios, which are applicable and

suitable in financial analysis.

3.6.2 Correlation analysis:-

Correlation is a statistical tool, which studies the relationship between

two variables. "Correlation coefficient summarizes in one figure, the degree and

direction of movement. It only helps in determining the extent to which the two

variable are correlated but it doesn't tell about cause of the effect"6

Using Karl Pearson's method of Correlation between two variables X and

Y can be computed as follows:-

r =

Where:-

r = Co-efficient of correlation

N = No. Of pairs of Observation

X & Y = series

The rules of interpreting the correlation coefficient are
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1) Where, r = +1, it means there is perfect positive relationship between the

variables

2) Where, r = -1, it means there is perfect negative relationship between the

variables

3) Where, r = 0, it means there is no relationship between the variable i.e.

the variables are uncontrolled.

In where r is closer to +1 or -1, the closer the relationship between the

Variables & the closer ' r' is to '0' and the less close the relationship.

3.6.3 Trend analysis:-

The financial analysis the direction of changes over a period of years is of

crucial importance. The trend analysis indicated the direction of changes and

helps to predict for future decision.

Time series analysis or tread analysis is drawn when a financial analyst

measures a firm's performance over a time. Comparison of current to past

performance utilizing ratio analysis allows the firm to determine whether it is

progressing as planned. Using multi year comparison, we can see developing

trends. Knowledge of these treads should assist the firm in planning future

operations. The theory behind trend analysis is that the firm must evaluate in

relation to past performance and appropriate action must be taken to direct the

firm towards immediately and long term goals.



Chapter - Four

4.1 Introduction :-

This chapter has been organized to present, Analyze & interpret the result

accordingly. The main objective of the study is to have a true in sight into the

working capital position of Hetauda cement Industry Limited to pursue the

objective. The data collected for the study are presented in tabular form and

analyzed with the help of some techniques of financial analysis.

The data are presented and analyzed to evaluate the working capital

position using five years financial statement commencing from 2058/059 to

2062/63. This includes analysis of current assets, current liabilities, net working

capital, liquidity sources etc. Thus, this chapter is systematically sub divided

into the following different chapters.

 Analysis of current assets

 Analysis of current liabilities

 Analysis of net working capital

 Size of working capital

 Efficiency of working capital

 Liquidity analysis

 Profitability of working capital

 Trend Analysis

4.2 Analysis of Current Assets :-

Presentation & Analysis of Data



The assets which are expected to convert in cash with in a year are known

as current assets. Current assets include cash, bank, Advance expenses, debtor,

marketable securities, outstanding income bills receivable etc. Current asset

shows the liquidity position of the firm. A firm having more investment in

currant assets has grater liquidity position and vice versa.

The current assets position of Hetauda Cement Industry Limited of 5

years are presented below.

Table4.2 (A)

Current assets o f Hetauda Cement Industry Limited (Amount in Rs)

Fiscal Year

Particular

2059/060 2060/061 2061/062 2062/063 2062/63

Inventory 366593428 396295522 361829425 396519340 461633273

Cash & bank

balance

17407078 155910 16312202 45853821 22039693

Debtor &

receivable

141841135 163844967 1795583784 193692086 220910035

Total current

assets

525841641 575195399 557725411 636065247 704583001

(Sources: Appendix 3)

Table4.2 (A)

Current assets of Hetauda Cement Industry Limited  (Amount in %)



Fiscal Year

Particular

2058/059 2059/060 2060/061 2061/062 2062/063

Inventory 69.72% 68.90% 64.88% 62.34% 65.52%

Cash & bank

balance

3.31% 2.62% 7.21% 7.21% 3.13%

Debtor &

receivable

26.97% 28.48% 27.91% 30.45% 31.35%

Total current assets 100% 109.39% 106.06% 120.96% 133..99%

Above table exhibits investment made by Hetauda Cement Industry

Limited in current assets and it's, constitutes. The Hetauda Cement Industry

Limited current assets consist mainly of inventories, debtors, receivable and

cash & bank balance. It is easily clears that inventory occupies major share.

Sundry debtor & receivable in the second rank & rest in cash & bank balance.

The percentage share of stock or inventory in the total current assets

indicates that there is no consistency. Rather, there exists a bit fluctuation. It

adopts sometimes increasing and sometimes decreasing trend. The % of

inventory seems maximum in fiscal year 2058/059 i.e. 69.72%. The large %

signified a less favorable sign in the sense that more funds are tied up in the

forms of stock. The higher % of stock results slow stock turnover. So it is not

favorable condition.

As compared to the previous components debtor & receivable occupy

another major share in current assets. The percentage shares of debtor &

receivable have no consistency. It has also increasing & decreasing trend % of

debtors receivable seem maximum in fiscal year 2062/063 i.e. 31.35%. Debtor

& receivable have almost increasing trend than farmer.



The increasing trend of debtor and receivable mainly indicates two

things : First either the volume of sales has been increasing as a result amount of

debtor & receivable are increasing or if sales decreases, the lower debtor

turnover may result in higher % of debtors also reveal in efficiency in un

capability to collecting debts and the increasing risk of business enterprises.

The most liquid form of assets is cash and bank balance in third rank in

the table. More over, it also discloses the fluctuating nature. Cash & bank

balance in fiscal years 2058/059, 2059/060 & 2062/063 are 3.31%, 2.62% &

3.13% respectively.

To sum up the current assets indicated of Hetauda Cement Industry

Limited depicts their increasing trend when total current assets of 2058/059 are

considered as 100%.

4.3 Analysis of Current Liabilities :-

The liabilities which are expected to pay with in an accounting period are

known as current liabilities. Current liabilities includes creditors, Bills payable,

notes payable, out standing expenses, Advance income, provisions etc. The

current liabilities of Hetauda Cement Industry Limited of 5 years are presented

below.



Table 4.3(A)

Current Liabilities of Hetauda Cement Industry Limited (Amount in

Rs.)

Fiscal Year

Particular

2058/059 2059/060 2060/061 2061/062 2062/063

Outstanding

expenses

388929154 402235267 436006595 538532205 576595792

Provisions 28897416 35861270 45909546 51682089 57317002

Total Current

Liabilities

417826570 438096537 481916141 590274294 633910794

(Sources: Appendix 3)

Table 4.3(B)

Current Liabilities of Hetauda Cement Industry Limited (Amount  in %)

Fiscal Year

Particular

2058/059 2059/060 2060/061 2061/062 2062/063

Out standing

expenses

93% 91.81% 90.47% 91.24% 90.96%

Provisions 7% 8.19% 9.53% 8.76% 9.04%

Indices of current

liabilities

(2058/059 = 100%)

100% 104.85% 115.34% 141.27% 151.72%



Above table shows Hetauda Cement Industry Limited current liabilities

for 5 year from 2058/059 to 2062/063 respectively. It is easily clears that

outstanding income occupies major share and remaining provisions.

The percentage shares of outstanding expenses are sometimes increasing

& sometimes in decreasing trend. The % out standing in comes are 93%,

91.81%, 90.47%, 91.24%, 90.96% in 2058/059, 2059/060, 2060/061, 2061/062

& 2062/063 respectively.

The percentage share of provisions are also increasing & in

decreasing trend. In the starting period it is increasing & in 2062/063 it is

decreased to 8.76%.

On the whole, a current liability of Hetauda Cement Industry Limited seems

increasing & decreasing trend. When the current liability of the year 2058/059 is

assumed as 100%, total current liabilities are in increasing trend. A form of

increasing is not favorable condition but it   indicates that sales turnover is

increasing.

The trend of current and current liabilities of HCIL can also be shown

from following graph diagram.

Graph no.43.1
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Graph no. 4.3.1 shows the trend line of total current assets & total current
liabilities in terms of percentage. The trend line of total current assets is in
increasing way. The total current assets in the fiscal year 2058/059 is 100% then
increased to 109%, 106%, 121% & 134% in the fiscal year2059/060, 2060/061,
2061/062& 2062/063 respectively.

In the same way the total current liabilities in the fiscal year

2058/059 is 100% then increased to 105%, 115%, 141%, and 152% in the fiscal

year 2059/060, 2060/061, 2061/062& 2062/063 respectively.

Therefore, both trends to some extent adopt same features and the difference is

only in volume not in nature.

4.4 Analysis of Net Working Capital :-
The assets which are expected to convert into cash with in a year are

known as current assets. Current assets include cash, bank, marketable

securities, debtor, receivable, stock, advance expenses etc. The liabilities which

are expected to pay with in a year are known as current liabilities. It includes

creditors, payable, outstanding expenses, advance income etc.

Net working capital is the excess of current assets over current liabilities.

Net working capital reflects the liquidity position of the firm as well as its

working capacity.

The Net working capacity of Hetauda Cement Industry Limited has been

presented below.

Table 4.4(A)

Hetauda Cement Industry Limited

Net Working Capital (Amount in

Rs.)

Fiscal Year

Particular
2058/059 2059/060 2060/061 2061/062 2062/063



Total Current

Assets

525841641 575195399 557725411 636065247 704583001

Total Current

Liabilities

417826570 438096537 481916141 590274294 63390794

Net working

capital

108015071 137098862 75809270 45790953 70672207

Table 4.4(B) (Sources: Appendix 2)

Hetauda Cement Industry Limited

Net Working Capital (Amount in

Rs.)

Fiscal Year

Particular

2058/059 2059/060 2060/061 2061/062 2062/63

Total Current Assets 100% 108.10% 106.21% 120.65% 134.25%

Total Current

Liabilities

79.46% 76.16% 86.40% 92.80% 89.97%

Net Working Capital 20.54% 23.84% 13.60% 7.20% 10.03%

Indices of Net
Working Capital
(2058/059 = 100%)

100% 126.93% 70.18% 42.39% 65.43%

The above table represents the size of net working capital of Hetauda

Cement Industry Limited and its proportion in current assets. Net working

capital has occupied minor share in working capital in study period. Net



working capital trend has increased from fiscal year 2058/059 to 2059/060 but

decreased in 2061/062 & 2062/063. After that it has also increased.

Net working capital in total current assets indicates there is no

consistency because percentage net working capital are increased & decreased.

Net working capital has decreased in year 2060/061, 2061/062 & 2062/063,

which shows less improvement in liquidity position. Net working capital has

increased in year 2058/059, 2059/060, which shows improvement in liquidity

position. Further, it also signifies that the management has sufficient funds

available to manage day by day affairs of the company.

Total current liabilities has also some times increased and sometimes

decreased. In the year 2059/060 current liabilities decreased from 79.46% to

76.16%.  Then increased in 2061/062 & 2062/063 to 86.40% & 92.80%

respectively. After that it has also decreased to 89.97%. Increasing total current

liabilities is not encouraging position from liquidity point of view. The trend of

current assets and net working capital of HCIL can also be shown from

following graph diagram. Graph no 4.5.4
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Graph no. 4.5.4 shows the trend line of total current assets and net

working capital in terms of percentage. In the fiscal year 2058/059 both the

current assets & net working capital is 100%. In the fiscal year 2059/060 net

working capital is increased to 127% and then decreased to 70%, 42% & 65% in

2060/061, 2061/062 and 2062/063 respectively. It shows that net working

capital in last three years is poor than first two years.

4.5 Analysis of size of working capital :-
Size of working capital depends upon the size of current assets & current

liabilities. So in this section I have analyzed the size of current assets to total

assets, current assets to sales and net working capital  to current assets.

4.5.1.Size of current assets to total assets :-

Ratio of current assets to total assets is known as the size of current assets

to total assets. Higher percentage of current assets in total assets denotes greater

liquidity position of the firm as well as lowers the risk of being in solvent and

vice versa. The size of current assets to total assets of Hetauda Cement Industry

Limited is presented in table no. 4.5.1. Table 4.5.1.

Current assets as percentage of total assets of

Hetauda Cement Industries Limited Amount in (1,00,000)

Year Current

Assets

Total Assets Ratio Ratio in

Percentage

2058/059 5258.42 50295.84 0.1045 10.45%

2059/060 5751.95 49182.92 0.1170 11.70%

2060/061 5577.25 47263.23 0.1180 11.80%

2061/062 6360.65 45711.77 0.1391 13.91%

2062/63 7045.83 44516.94 0.1583 15.83%

Total 29994.10 239670.70 - -

Average 5998.82 47394.70 1266 12.66%

(Source: Appendix 2)

The above table (4.5.1.) represents the proportion of the current

investment in Hetauda Cement Industry limited for the five years study period.



The over all proportion of the current assets on total assets is some times

increasing & sometimes decreasing trend. In the fiscal year 2058/059 the

volume of current assets is 5258.42 lakhs & is 10.45% of the total assets. It has

increased by 1.25% in the fiscal year 2060/061, 2061/062 & 2062/63

respectively. The percentage of current assets is highest in the fiscal year

2062/63 is 15.83% of its total assets & increased by 5.38% than fiscal year

2058/059. This increase is mainly due to the holding of highest inventory &

sundry debtors as well as advance receivables. In an average there is 12.66%

participation of current assets in total assets & its increasing trend is 1.076% on

an average during the study period.

In order to test the significance of the relationship between current assets
& total assets during the study period Karl Pearson's correlation coefficient (r) is
calculated in Appendix 5 as under.

Correlation coefficient (r) = -0.909

Probable error (P.E.) = - 0.0524

The value shows that relation between current assets & total assets during
the period of study is negative. Coefficient of correlation is less than 6 times of
P.E., the value of r is also not significant.

4.5.2 Size of current assets to fixed assets :-

The ratio of current assets to fixed assets is known as the size of current
assets to fixed assets. Decline in this ratio donates slackness in trading activities
& higher mechanization. On the other hand, increment in this ratio signifies
argumentation in assets like inventories, debtors etc and intensive use of fixed
assets. Therefore increment in this ratio means increment in profit and
expansion of activities.

The size of current assets to fixed assets of Hetauda Cement Industries
Limited are presented in table no. 4.5.2.

Table 4.5.2

Size of current assets to fixed assets



Hetauda Cement Industries Limited (Amount in Rs. 1,00,000)

Year Current
assets

Fixed assets Ratio Ratio in
Percentage

2058/059 5258.42 25318.21 0.2077 20.77%

2059/060 5751.95 25355.74 0.2269 22.69%

2060/061 5577.25 25389.15 0.2197 21.97%

2061/062 6360.65 25408.08 02503 25.03%

2062/063 7045.83 25420.37 0.2772 27.72%

Total 29994.10 126891.55 - -

Average 5998.82 25378.31 0.2364 23.64%

(Sources: Appendix 2)

The above ratio represents the proportion of current assets investment to

fixed assets investment of Hetauda Cement Industries Limited for the five fiscal

years from 2058/059 to 2062/063. There is not consistency in ratio of current

assets to fixed assets. It is some time increasing & sometimes decreasing. In the

fiscal year 2058/059 it is 20.77% & increased by 1.92% in 2059/060, 1.20% in

2060/061, 4.26% in 2061/062 & 6.95% in 2062/063. The average increased

ratio in the study period is 23.64%. The increasing trend of current assets to

fixed assets ratio indicates that the firm moves towards aggressive policy, which

implies less liquidity & higher risk. The overall ratio shows that the investment

in current assets in comparison with fixed assets is not favorable in Hetauda

Cement Industries Limited.



In order to test the significance of the relationship between current assets

& fixed assets during the study period Karl Pearson's coefficient of correlation

(r) calculated in appendix no. 6 as under.

Coefficient of correlation (r) = -0.912

Probable error (P.E.) = 0.0507

The value shows that there is negative relationship between current assets

and fixed assets; coefficient of correlation is also not greater than 6 P.E., so

value of r is also not significant.

4.5.3.Size of current assets to sales :- Ratio of current assets to sales is

known as size of current assets to sales. Higher percentage of current assets to

sales denotes greater liquidity position of the firm as well as lower the risk of

insolvement and vice versa.

The size of current assets to sales of Hetauda Cement Industries

Limited are presented below in table  4.5.3.

Table 4.5.3.

Hetauda Cement Industries Limited

Size of current assets to sales (Amount in ,100,000)

Year Current

assets

Sales Ratio Ratio in

Percentage

2058/059 5258.42 5184.93 1.0142 101.42%



2059/060 5751.95 7192.92 0.7997 79.97%

2060/061 5577.25 5153.10 1.0823 108.23%

2061/062 6360.65 4733.88 1.3436 134.36%

2062/063 7045.83 5464.65 1.2893 128.936%

Total 29994.10 27729.48 - -

Average 5998.82 5545.89 1.0817. 108.17%

(Sources: Appendix 1&3)

The above ratio represents the proportion of current assets investment to

sales of Hetauda Cement Industries Limited for the five fiscal year from

2058/059 to 2062/63. There is no consistency in ratio of current assets to sales.

It is sometime increasing & some time decreasing.

In the fiscal year 2059/060 it is 101.42% & decreased in 2060/061 to

79.97% & gradually increased to 108.23% & 134.36% in 2061/062 & 2062/063

respectively. After that in 2062/63 it is decreased to 128.93%. The average

increase ratio in the study period is 108.17%. The percentage current assets to

sales is highest i.e. 134.36% in fiscal year 2062/063 & minimum in 2060/061

i.e. 79.97%. The overall ratio shows that the investment in current assets in

comparison with its sales is not favorable in Hetauda Cement Industries

Limited.

In order to test the relationship between current assets & sales of Hetauda

Cement Industries Limited during 5 year period, Karl Pearson's correlation

coefficient 'r' is calculated in appendix 7 and result are as follows :



Coefficient of correlation 'r' = - 0.129

Probable error (P.E.) = 0.297

The correlation coefficient between current assets & sales during the

study period is negative i.e. there is negative relationship between current assets

& sales. Since, value of r is not greater than 6 PE, so the relationship is not

considered to be significant.

4.5.4 Size of Net Working Capital to Current Assets :- Net working

capital represents that position of current assets which the firm has to finance

either from long term  funds or a bank borrowings.

A firm's net working capital position is not only important as index

liquidity but it is also used as a measure of the firm risk. Risk in this regard

means chances of the firm being unable to meet its obligations on due date.

Size of networking capital to current assets means the ratio of networking

capital to current assets represents greater liquidity position of the firm and vice

versa. The size of net working capital to current assets of Hetauda Cement

Industries Limited has been presented below in table 4.5.4.

Table 4.5.4

Hetauda Cement Industries Limited

Net working capital to current assets (Amount in

1,00,000)

Year Net working

capital

current assets Ratio Ratio in

Percentage

2058/059 10801.50 5258.41 0.2054 20.54%



2059/060 1370.98 5751.95 0.2384 23.84%

2060/061 758.09 5577.25 0.1359 13.59%

2061/062 457.91 6360.65 0.0719 7.19%

2062/063 706.72 7045.83 0.1003 10.03%

Total 4373.85 29994.10 - -

Average 874.77 5998.82 0.1458 14.58%

(Sources: Appendix 2)

The above table shows the relationship between networking capital and

current assets during 5 fiscal years from 2058/059 to 2059/060. In fiscal year

2058/059 the ratio of networking capital is 20.54% and increased to 23.84% in

2059/060. After that it is gradually decreased to 13.59% & 7.19% in 2061/062

& 2062/063 respectively. In 2062/63 this ratio is 10.03%. The over all ratio of

study period is 14.58%.

There ratio shows that company's working capital position to very

bad. Liquidity position of the firm is also very bad. In order to test the

significance of the relationship between net working capital & current assets of

Hetauda Cement Industries Limited  during 5 fiscal year period, Karl Pearson's

coefficient of correlation 'r' is calculated in appendix 8 and result are as follows

:

Coefficient of correlation (r) = -0.548

Probable error (PE) = 0.21



The correlation coefficient of networking capital and current assets during

the study period is negative. Since 'r' is not more than 6 PE, the value of r is not

considered to be significant.

4.5.5.Size of Inventories to Current Assets :- Inventory is the stock of

the raw material as well as the finished goods. The inventory balance also

measures the adequacy of working capital. Higher the inventory in stock, higher

will be the working capital, but excess inventory causes unnecessary blocking

of capital. It increases cost on the other hand lower level of inventory caused

shortage of required material for production & sakes too. So the optimum level

of inventory should be maintained in the company. The ratio of inventories

to current assets states the percentage investment in inventories out of current

assets.

Size of inventories to current assets of Hetauda Cement Industries

Limited during 5 fiscal years from 2058/059 to 2062/63 are presented below in

table 4.5.5.

Table 4.5.5

Hetauda Cement Industries Limited

Size of inventories to current assets (Amount

1,00,000)

Year Inventories Current Ratio Ratio in



Assets Percentage

2058/059 3665.93 5258.41 0.6972 69.72%

2059/060 3962.96 5751.95 0.6890 68.90%

2060/061 3618.29 5577.25 0.6488 64.88%

2061/062 3965.19 6360.65 0.6234 62.34%

2062/063 4616.33 7045.83 0.6552 65.52%

Total 19828.7 29994.101 - -

Average 3965.74 5998.82 0.6611 66.11%

(Sources: Appendix 3)

The above table shows the size of inventories to current assets of Hetauda

Cement Industries Limited for 5 fiscal years from 2058/059 to 2062/63.

In the fiscal year 2058/059 percentage of inventory to current assets is

69.72% & decreased to 68.90% in 2059/060, 64.88% in 2061/062 and 62.34%

in 2062/063. After that it is increased to 65.52% in 2062/63. Average

percentage of inventory to current assets in study period is 66.11%.

The fiscal year 2058/059 lead highest position i.e. 69.72% which shows

that there is unnecessary blocking of capital. Decreased ratio shows that the firm

has invested its most funds in liquid form of assets.



In order to test the relationship between inventory & current assets of

Hetauda Cement Industries Limited during 5 fiscal years, Karl Pearson's

coefficient of

correlation 'r' is calculated in appendix 9 and the result are as follows.

Coefficient of correlation 'r' = 0.929

Probable error = 0.0413

The correlation is positive which indicate that there is positive

relationship between inventory and current assets. Since coefficient of

correlation is also greater than 6 P.E., the value of correlation is considered to

be significant.

4.5.6.Size of cash and Bank balance to current assets :- Cash and bank

balance is the major resources of working capital. It is the most liquid assets.

So, it must not be under estimated rather it should be manage properly.

The main reason for holding cash is for transactional motives,

precautionary motives and speculative motives. To meet the daily business

requirement such as bill payment, purchase of raw material, payment of debt the

cash balance has to be maintained.

Higher the cash, higher will be the working capital and strong will be the

liquidity position. On the other hand lowers level of cash caused shortage of

required material for production. So the optimum level of cash should be

managed.



Size of cash & bank balance to current assets of Hetauda Cement

Industries Limited during 5 fiscal years from 2058/059 to 2062/63 are presented

below in table 4.5.6. Table 4.5.6.

Hetauda Cement Industries Limited

Size of cash & bank balance to current assets (Amount in

100000)

Year Cash & bank

balance

Current

Assets

Ratio Ratio in

Percentage

2058/059 174.07 5258.41 0.0331 3.31%

2059/060 150.54 5751.95 0.0262 2.62%

2060/061 163.12 5577.25 0.0292 2.92%

2061/062 458.53 6360.65 0.0721 7.21%

2062/063 220.39 7045.83 0.0313 3.13%

Total 1166.65 29994.09 - -

Average 233.33 5998.82 0.0389 3.89%

(Sources: Appendix 3)



The above table shows the relationship between cash & bank balance and

current assets of Hetauda Cement Industries Limited for 5 fiscal years from

2058/059 to 2062/063.

In the fiscal year 2058/059 percentage of cash & bank to current assets is

3.31%. It is decreased to 2.62% in 2059/060. After that it is gradually increased

to 2.92% & 7.21% in 2060/061 & 2061/062 respectively. After that it is

decreased to 3.13% in 2062/063. The average percentage of cash & bank to

current assets is 3.89%.

The fiscal year 2061/062 leads higher percentage of cash bank balance to

current assets. As a whole percentage of cash & bank balance is very low. It

shows that liquidity position of the firm is very poor. The above table indicates

that there is no management of cash in the company.

In order to test the relationship between cash & bank balance and current

assets of Hetauda Cement Industries Limited

5 fiscal years, Karl Pearson's coefficient of correlation 'r' is calculated in

appendix 10 and the results are as follows.

Coefficient of correlation (r) = 0.443

Probable error = 0.242

Since correlation is positive, there is positive relationship between cash &

bank and current assets. Coefficient of correlation is not greater than 6 PE, so

the value of correlation is not significant.

4.6 Liquidity Analysis :-

Under this section, to test the liquidity various ratios are calculated &

analyzed which are as follow:

4.6.1.Current Ratio : - The current ratio shows the ability for payment of

debt from current assets. This ratio reveals the solvency & financial strength

of the company. It is the basic yard stick of measuring the solvency & liquidity



position of the firm. It is computed by dividing current assets by current

liabilities. Current assets normally include cash, account receivable,

inventories etc.& current liabilities consists of account payable, creditors, out

standing expenses etc.

The current ratio is calculated by using the following formula.

Current ratio =

Current ratio of Hetauda Cement Industries Limited for 5 fiscal years from

2058/059 to 2062/063 are presented below in table 4.6.1.

Table 4.6.1

Hetauda Cement Industries Limited

Current ratio (Amount in Rs. 100000)

Fiscal Year Current assets Current liabilities Current ratio

2058/059 5258.42 4178.27 1.26 times

2059/060 5751.95 4380.97 1.31 times

2060/061 5577.25 4819.16 1.16 times

2061/062 6360.65 5902.74 1.08 times

2062/063 7045.83 6339.11 1.11 times

sliabilitieCurrent

assetsCurrent



Average 5998.82 5124.05 1.17

The above table shows the current ratio of Hetauda Cement Industries

Limited for 5 fiscal years from 2058/059 to 2062/63. All years current ratio is

below standard i.e. 2:1. Average ratio of 5 year is equal to 1.17 times. Current

ratio of fiscal 2058/059, 2059/060, 2060/061, 2061/062 & 2062/063 are 1.26,

1.31, 1.16, 1.08, 1.11 times respectively which all are less than standard current

ratio. It shows that the liquidity position of firm is very bad. The company has

to invest his funds in current asset to get strong liquidity position.

In order to test the relationship between current assets & current liabilities

during the study period of Hetauda Cement Industries Limited

Karl Pearson's coefficient of correlation 'r' is calculated in appendix 18

and the results are as follows.

Coefficient of correlation (r) = 0.95

Probable error (P.E.) = 0.0294

The correlation coefficient 'r' between current assets & current liabilities

is positive i.e. there is positive relationship between current assets and current

liabilities. Since r is greater than 6 P.E., So the value of r is definitely

significant.

4.6.2.Quick ratio / Acid test ratio / Liquid ratio :- The quick ratio

establishes the relationship between quick assets & current liabilities. This ratio

measure the company's ability to convert its liquid assets quickly into cash in

order to meet its current liabilities or immediate cash needs. Quick assets



include all of the currents assets excluding inventory and prepaid. Quick assets

are those assets which can be converted into cash immediately without

diminution of value. This ratio shows a firms ability to meet current

liabilities with its most liquid assets. Standard of this ratio is 1:1. The quick

ratio is calculated by using the following formula. Quick ratio =

Where,

Quick assets = Current assets- Inventory & Prepaid expenses Quick

ratios of Hetauda Cement Industries Limited for 5 fiscal years from 2058/059

to 2062/063 are presented below in table 4.6.2.

Table 4.6.2

Hetauda Cement Industries Limited

Quick Ratio (Amount in 100000)

Fiscal Year Quick assets Current liabilities Quick ratio

2058/059 1592.48 4178.26 0.3811 times

2059/060 1788.99 4380.96 0.4084 times

2060/061 1958.95 4819.16 0.4065 times



2061/062 2395.45 5902.74 0.4058 times

2062/063 2429.49 6339.10 0.3833 times

Total 10165.36 25620.22 -

Average 2033.07 5124.04 0.3968 times

Here, the quick assets include debtor & cash & bank balance. The above

table shows the quick ratio of Hetauda Cement Industries Limited.

The trend of quick ratios are fluctuating. The lowest quick ratio in the

study period is 0.3811 times in 2058/059. The highest quick ratio is 0.4084

times in 2059/060. The average ratio is 0.3968 times.

Lowest quick ratio of 0.3811 shows less liquidity and highest quick ratio

of 0.4084 shows more liquidity position of the firm. However all years quick

ratio is less than standard quick ratio of 1:1 which reflects that the firms

liquidity position is very poor. Most of the current assets are blocked in stock.

The company is not able to meet current liabilities

In order to test the relationship between quick assets & current liabilities

of Hetauda Cement Industries Limited

during the study period. Karl Pearson's coefficient of correlation 'r' calculated

in appendix 17 and the results are as follows:

Coefficient of correlation (r) = 0.983

Probable error (P.E.) = 0.0102

The coefficient of correlation r is positive which shows that there is

positive relationship between quick assets & current liabilities. Since the value

of r is greater than 6 PE, so the value of r is considered as highly significant.



4.7 Efficiency Analysis :-

Under this section, various ratios are calculated & analyzed to test the

efficiency of working capital which are as follows.

4.7.1 Inventory turn over ratio :- Inventory turn over shows the

relationship between inventory and sales. It indicates the number of times

inventory replaced during the year. Production should be increased to meet the

higher, level of sales target. To produce more, more raw materials will be

require. The stock level of raw materials should be increased to meet the raw

material requirement for higher level of production. Similarly, stock level of

finished goods should be increased to meet the higher level of sales. The

inventory turn over can be calculated by using the following formula.

Inventory turn over =

Higher inventory turnover ratio is the good indicator for the company

view less inventory turn over is bad for the company.

The inventory turnover of Hetauda Cement Industries Limited for the 5

fiscal years from 2058/059 to 2062/063 are presented below in table 4.7.1.

Table 4.7.1

Hetauda Cement Industries Limited

Inventory turn over (Amount in 100000)

Fiscal Year Inventory Sales Inventory turn

over (times)

2058/059 3665.93 5184.93 1.414

2059/060 3962.95 7192.92 1.815

Inventory

Sales



2060/061 3618.29 5153.10 1.424

2061/062 3965.19 4733.88 1.194

2062/063 4616.33 5464.65 1.184

Total 19828.69 27729.48 -

Average 3965.74 5545.89 1.398

The above table shows the inventory turn over ratio of Hetauda Cement

Industries Limited.

It has a fluctuating trend i.e. some times increasing & sometimes decreasing.

The highest inventory turn over ratio is 1.815 in the fiscal year 2059/060 and

lowest inventory turn over ratio is 1.184 in 2062/63. The average inventory turn

over during the study period is 1.398.

The increase in turn over is due to the higher increase in sales as

compared to the increase in inventory. During the study period, the inventory

turn over is not found satisfactory. It is due to the poor management in

inventory. It has kept unnecessary inventory instead of increasing production.

In order to test the relationship between inventory & sales of Hetauda

Cement Industries Limited during 5 years from 2058/060 to 2062/63, Karl

Pearson's coefficient of correlation (r) is calculated in appendix table no. 11 and

the results are as follows.

Coefficient of correlation (r) = 0.123

Probable error (P.E.) = 0.297

The coefficient of correlation (r) between inventory & sales during the

study period is positive i.e. there is positive relationship between inventory and



sales. Since value of r is not greater than 6 P.E. the value of r is not considered

to be significant.

4.7.2.Cash and bank balance turn over :- Cash and bank balance is the

most liquid assets. It is the most important assets for day to day operation of a

business. Without adequate cash, business is not possible but the excess cash

and bank balance increase unnecessary holding cost. So the company should

maintain the optimum level of cash & bank balance. Relationship between

cash bank balance and sales is known as cash & bank balance turn over ratio.

This ratio indicates the no. of times the cash balance is turned over during the

year. Greater the turn over of cash & bank balance turn over represents the

greater utilization of cash i.e. better the efficiency of the company in using

its current assets. Cash & bank balance turnover of Hetauda Cement

Industries Limited for the period from 2058/059 to 2062/63 are as follows.

Table 4.7.2.

Hetauda Cement Industries Limited

Cash & bank balance turn over ratio (Amount in Rs.
100000)

Fiscal Year Cash and bank
balance

Sales Cash & bank
balance turn over

(times)

2058/059 174.07 5184.93 29.79

2059/060 150.54 7192.92 47.78

2060/061 163.12 5153.10 31.59

2061/062 458.53 4733.88 10.32

2062/063 220.39 5464.65 24.80



Total 1166.65 27729.48 -

Average 233.33 5545.90 23.77

The above table shows the cash & bank balance turnover of Hetauda

Cement Industries Limited for 5 years from 2058/059 to 2062/063. The turnover

ratio has the fluctuating trend. The lowest turn over is 10.2 times in 2062/063 &

the highest turn over is 47.78 times in 2059/060. The average turn over ratio is

23.77 times. Cash and bank balance turn over ratio of Hetauda Cement

Industries Limited  is satisfactory.

In order to test the relationship between cash & bank balance and sales of

Hetauda Cement Industries Limited during 5 years from 2058/059 to 2062/63,

Karl

Pearson's coefficient of correlation (r) is calculated in appendix table no. 12 and

the results are as follows.

Coefficient of correlation = -0.0544

Probable error (P.E.) = 0.212

The coefficient of correlation (r) between cash & bank balance and sales

in

negative i.e. there is negative relationship between cash & bank balance and

sales.

The value of r is not greater then 6 P.E. the value of r is not significant.

4.7.3.Net working capital turn over :- Net working capital is the

difference

between current assets and current liabilities. In other word, excess of current



assets over current liabilities is known as net working capital. Net working

capital

turn over is the relationship between sales & net working capital. It is

calculated

by dividing the sales by networking capital. This ratio indicates the no. of times

the

net working capital turned over during the year. Higher the net working capital

turnover is better & lower the net working capital turn over is bad for the

company.

The net working capital turn over of the Hetauda Cement Industries

Limited for 5 years from 2058/059 to 2062/063 are as follows.

Table no. 4.7.3

Hetauda Cement Industries Limited

Networking Capital Turnover (Amount in Rs. 100000)

Fiscal Year Net working

capital

Sales net working capital

turn over times

2058/059 1080.15 5184.93 4.80

2059/060 1370.98 7192.92 5.25

2060/061 758.09 5153.10 6.80

2061/062 457.09 4733.88 10.34



2062/063 706.72 5464.65 7.73

Total 4373.84 27729.48 -

Average 874.77 5545.90 6.34

The above table shows the networking capital turnover of Hetauda
Cement Industries Limited for 5 years from 2058/059 to 2062/063. The ratios
are in increasing trend from 2058/059 to 2061/062 & decreased in 2062/063.
The highest turn over ratio is 10.34 in 2062/063 and lowest ratio is 4.80 in
2058/059. The average networking capital turn over during the study period is
6.34. The net working capital turn over of Hetauda Cement Industries Limited
seems satisfactory. Increasing trend slows effective utilization of net working
capital & decreasing trend shows that there is decreasing in utilization of net
working capital.

In order to test the relationship between working capital & sales of
Hetauda Cement Industries Limited during 5 years period, Karl Pearson's
coefficient of correlation is calculated in appendix table no. 13 and the results
are as follows.

Coefficient of correlation (r) = 0.835

Probable error (P.E.) = 0.0913.

The coefficient of correlation between net working capital and sales
during the study period is positive i.e. there is positive relationship between net
working capital and sales. Since value of r is greater than. 6 P.E., so the value of
r is significant.

4.7.4.Receivables / Debtors turn over ratio :- Account receivables is the
amounts of money owned to a firm by customer who have bought goods or
service on credit. It is current assets. This is also called receivables.

The analysis of the receivable turnover ratio supplement the
information regarding the liquidity of one item of current assets of the firm.

The ratio measure how rapidly debts are collected. A high ratio is



indicator of shorter time lag between credit sales and cash collection. A low
ratio shows that debts are not being collected rapidly.

Thus, receivable turnover ratio is a test of liquidity of the debtors of
a firm. It shows how quickly receivable are converted into cash. It indicates the
velocity of debt collection of a firm.

The receivable turn over ratio of Hetauda Cement Industries Limited
for 5

years are presented below.

Table no. 4.7.4.

Hetauda Cement Industries Limited

Receivable turn over ratio (Amount in Rs. 100000)

Fiscal Year Sales Receivables Receivable turn over
ratio

2058/059 5184.93 1418.41 3.66

2059/060 7192.92 1638.44 4.39

2060/061 5153.10 1795.83 2.87

2061/062 4733.88 1936.92 2.44

2062/063 5464.65 2209.10 2.47

Total 27729.48 8998.7 -

Average 5545.90 1799.74 3.08

The above table shows the receivable turnover of Hetauda Cement

Industries Limited for 5 years study period from 2058/059 to 2062/063. In fiscal

year 2058/059, this ratio was 3.66 times & increased to 4.39 in 2059/060. After

that it is decreased to 2.87 in 2059.60. Again it is decreased to 2.44 in 2062/063

& increased to 2.47 in 2062/63. The highest ratio in study period is 4.39 in

2059/060 & lowest ratio is 2.44 in 2062/063. The average ratio is 3.08 times.



The average receivables turn over of Hetauda Cement Industries Limited is not

satisfactory which indicates that the receivables management in very poor.

In order to test the relationship between receivables & sales of Hetauda

Cement Industries Limited during the study period, Karl Pearson's coefficient of

correlation (r) is calculated in appendix table no. 14 and the results are as

follows.

Coefficient of correlation (r) = -0.236

Probable error (P.E.) = 0.285

Since value of coefficient of correlation is negative, so there is negative

relationship between receivable & sales. Also the calculated value of r is less

than 6 PE, the value of  is not significant.

4.7.5 Current assets turn over ratio :- The relationship between sales and

current assets is known as current assets turn over ratio. It indicates the

adequacy of sales in relation to the investment in current assets. It shows the

effectiveness of utilizing current assets in relation to sales. The current assets

turn over is calculated by using the following formula.

Current assets turnover ratio = assetsCurrent

Sales



The current assets turn over ratio of Hetauda Cement Industries Limited

for 5 years study period from 2058/059 to 2062/63 are presented below.

Table no. 4.7.5.

Hetauda Cement Industries Limited

Current assets turn over

Fiscal Year Sales Current assets Current turn over

2058/059 5184.93 5258.41 0.986 times

2059/060 7192.92 5751.95 1.251 times

2060/061 5153.10 5577.25 0.924 times

2061/062 4733.88 6360.65 0.744 times

2062/063 5464.65 7045.83 0.776 times

Total 27729.48 29994.09 -

Average 5545.90 5998.82 0.924

The above table shows that current assets turnover in 2058/059 was 0.986

times & it is increased to 1.251 times in 2059/060. After that it is decreased up

to 0.744 & increased to 0.776 in 261.062. The highest turn over ratio is 1.251



times in 2059/060 & lowest turnover ratio is 0.744 times in 2061/062. Average

current assets turnover ratio in study period is 0.92 times.

It reflects that the company hold higher level of current assets but unable

to increase sales.

In order to test the relationship between sales and current assets of

Hetauda Cement Industries Limited during the study period, Karl Pearson's

coefficient of correlation (r) is calculated in appendix 7 and the results are as

under.

Coefficient of correlation (r) = -0.129

Probable error (P.E.) = 0.297

The coefficient of correlation between sales & current assets during the

study period is negative i.e. there is negative relationship between sales and

current assets. Since r is not 6 times greater than probable error, the value of r is

not significant.

4.7.6.Average collection period :- Average collection period presents the

average no. of days for collecting the cash from debtors. It is calculated by

dividing days in a year by debtor's turnover ratio. It is also called days sales

outstanding. The average collection period examines quality of debtor because it

gives the period in which debts can be collected by the firm. So it indicates the

rapidity of collecting debt. Thus, shorter the average collection period better

will be the quality of debtors because it ensures prompt payment from debtors.

Therefore it is the indicator of the efficiency of trade credit management.

The result of this ratio will be in a no. of days & minimum days are

preferable. Hence, average collection period shows the no. of days required for

collecting the debtors.

The average collection period of Hetauda Cement Industries Limited for

five fiscal year from 2058/059 to 2062/063 are as follows.

Table no. 4.7.6.



Hetauda Cement Industries Limited

Average collection period

Fiscal Year Days in a year Debtor turn
over ratio

Average collection
period in days

2058/059 365 3.66 100 days

2059/060 365 4.39 83 days

2060/061 365 2.87 127 days

2061/062 365 2.44 150 days

2062/063 365 2.47 148 days

Average 3.08 119 days

The above table shows the average collection period of Hetauda Cement
Industries Limited for 5 years. While comparing each year's average collection
period with average collection period it was found that in 2058/059 and
2059/060 it is below than average value. It can be concluded that its debtors are
delayed in refunding debts. Side by side it also depicts in efficiency collection
effort of management.

4.8 Profitability Analysis :-

The following ratio shows the profitability of the firm.

4.8.1.Return on inventory :- This ratio shows the relationship between net
profit after tax and inventory. Thus, it is calculated by dividing net profit after
tax by inventory. By calculating this ratio, questions such as how will be
inventories are moving and to which extent is helpful to obtain profit can be
solved. Thus, it is also an effective measure of profitability.



Return on inventory of Hetauda Cement Industries Limited for 5
fiscal year from 2058/059 to 2062/063 are as follows.

Table No. 4.8.1

Hetauda Cement Industries Limited

Return on Inventory (Amount in 100000)

Fiscal Year Net profit after
tax

Inventory Return on inventory

2058/059 (1557.78) 3665.93 (4.25%)

2059/060 (2778.18) 3962.95 (70.10%)

2060/061 (1357.93) 3618.29 (37.53%)

2061/062 (1250.82) 3965.19 (31.55%)

2062/063 (943.73) 4616.33 (20.44%)

Analysis of 5 years ratio shows that, whole years have negative ratios.

The firm has negative earning. So, it causes the ratio to be negative. All these

denote inefficiency in management of inventory to earn the return during the

year. The condition is not satisfactory.

4.8.2.Gross Profit Margin :- The gross profit is obtained by deducting cost

of goods sold from net sales. The ratio is the relationship between gross and &

net sales. This ratio measures the efficiency of the company & soundness of

the management. Higher percentage indicates the better efficiency.

The gross profit margin ratio of Hetauda Cement Industries Limited  for 5

fiscal years from 2058/059 to 2062/063 are presented below :



Table No. 4.8.2

Hetauda Cement Industries Limited

Gross Profit Margin (Amount in 100000)

Fiscal Year Sales Gross Profit Rate in percentage

2058/059 5184.94 1240.37 23.92%

2059/060 7192.92 2462.08 34.23%

2060/061 5153.11 1291.36 25.06%

2061/062 4733.88 1168.29 24.68%

2062/063 5464.88 1501.77 19.25%

Average 5545.90 1532.77 27.64%

The above table shows the gross profit margin ratio of Hetauda Cement

Industries Limited for 5 fiscal from 2058/059 to 2062/063. Profit margin ratio is

in fluctuating trend. In fiscal year 2058/059 the ratio is 23.92% & increased to

34.23% in 2059/060. After that it is decreased to 25.06 & 24.68 & 19.25 in

fiscal year 2060/061, 2061/062 & 2062/063 respectively. In fiscal year

2059/060, the company is able to maintain the largest gross profit margin of

34.23%. The average gross profit margin in 5 years study period is 27.64%.

In order to test the relationship between gross profit and sales of Hetauda

Cement Industries Limited during the study period Karl Pearson's coefficient of



correlation 'r' is calculated in appendix table no. 15 and the results are as

follows:

Coefficient of correlation (r) = 0.987

Probable error (P.E.) = 0.078

The coefficient of correlation between gross profit & sales during the

study period is positive i.e. there is positive relationship between gross profit

and sales. Since the value of r is 6 times greater than probable error, the value of

r is considered to be significant.

4.8.3.Operating cost ratio :- The operating ratio establish the relationship

between operating expenses and sales volume. It is an important ratio that

explains the changes in the net profit margin ratio. It also measures the

efficiency of the company as a regard to minimizing costs. Operating ratio is an

indicator of operational efficiency. This ratio is calculated by dividing

operations cost by sales. Operating cost include cost of good sold, office &

administrative overhead and selling & distribution expense. Lower ratio is

better. Higher proportion shows limited availability of income. Hence, this ratio

can be assumed as yard stick for measuring the operating efficiency.

The operating ratio of Hetauda Cement Industries Limited for 5 fiscal

years from 2058/059 to 2062/063 are presented below.

Table no. 4.8.3.

Hetauda Cement Industries Limited

Operating Cost Ratio

Fiscal Year Operating

expenses

Sales Operating cost ratio



2058/059 4304.29 5184.93 83.02%

2059/060 5064.83 7192.92 70.41%

2060/061 4172.28 5153.10 80.97%

2061/062 3894.25 4733.88 82.26%

2062/063 4326.26 5464.65 79.17%

Total 21761.91 27729.08 -

Average 4352.38 5545.82 78.48%

The table shows that the operating ratio of Hetauda Cement Industries

Limited  are in fluctuating trend. Highest operating ratio was in 2058/059 i.e.

83.02% and 70.41%, 80.97%, 82.26%, 79.17% in 2059/060, 2060/061,

2061/062 & 2062/063 respectively. Average operating cost ratio of study period

is 78.48%.

The decreasing percentage of operating cost to sales is the indication of

operating efficiency.

In order to test the relationship between operating cost & sales of Hetauda

Cement Industries Limited, during the study period. Karl Pearson's coefficient

of correlation 'r' is calculated in appendix no. 16 & the results are as under :

Coefficient of correlation 'r' = 0.98

Probable error (P.E.) = 0.012



The correlation coefficient between operating cost & sales of Hetauda

Cement Industries Limited during the study period is positive i.e. there is

positive relationship between operating cost & sales. Since value of r is greater

than 6 times of P.E., we can conclude that the value of r is significant.

4.8.4 Net profit margin ratio :- Net profit margin ratio is the relationship

between net profit and sales. It is calculated as the net profit divided by net

sales. It shows the over all effect of the firm. The net profit margin ratio of

Hetauda Cement Industries Limited during the study period are as follows.

Table No. 4.8.4

Hetauda Cement Industries Limited

Net Profit Margin (Amount in 100000)

Fiscal Year Net Profit Sales Net Profit Margin

2058/059 (1557.82) 5184.93 (30.05)%

2059/060 (2778.18) 7192.92 (38.62)%

2060/061 (1357.93) 5153.10 (26.35)%

2061/062 (1250.82) 4733.88 (26.42)%

2062/063 (943.73) 5464.65 (17.27)%

Total (78888.48) 27729.08 -

Average (1577.70) 5545.82 (28.45)%



The above table shows that the net profit margin ratio of the Hetauda

Cement Industries Limited is very bad. The company is operating at loss.

Average loss of the industry is (28.45)%. It also reveals that the overall ratio of

the firm are badly managed. Liquidity, efficiency, leverage ratio are not

properly managed.

4.9 Trend Analysis :-

Under this topic, various data related to working capital have been analyzed in

term of trend percentage taking fiscal year 2058/059 as a base year. In this

segment the related variable such as total current assets & total current liabilities

in graph-1, net working capital and current assets in gtraph-2, inventory and

cash & bank balance in graph-3, sundry debtors & outstanding expenses in

graph-4, cost of goods sold & inventory in graph-5 and gross profit and sales in

graph-6 and analysis is performed there after. Here the  value of related

variables of fiscal year 2058/059 are expressed as 100 percentage and in the

same way , the value of the same times of remaining for years are converted in

percentage based upon above base year.

Trend is the basic tendency of a series to grow or decline over a period of

time. The concept of trend doesn't includes short range oscillations, but rather

the steady movement over a long times. The following table shows the trend

percentage based on fiscal year 2058/059 as 100 percent.



Table 4.9

Hetauda cement Industry Limited
Trend analysis in percentage

S.N. particulars/Year 2058/059 2059/060 2060/061 2061/062 2062/063

1. Total current
assets

100 109 106 121 134

2. Total current
liabilities

100 105 115 141 152

3. Networking
capital

100 127 70 42 65

4. Inventory 100 108 99 108 126

5. Cash & Bank
balance

100 86 94 263 127

6. Outstanding
expenses

100 103 112 138 148

7. Sundry debtors 100 116 127 137 156

8. cost of goods
sold

100 120 99 90 100

9. Gross profit 100 198 104 94 121

10. Sales 100 139 99 91 105

Graph no.49.1



Graph no. 4.9.1
Graph no. 4.9.1 shows the trend line of total current assets & total current

liabilities in terms of percentage. The trend line of total current assets is in

increasing way. The total current assets in the fiscal year 2058/059 is 100% then

increased to 109%, 106%, 121% & 134% in the fiscal year2059/060, 2060/061,

2061/062& 2062/063 respectively.

In the same way the total current liabilities in the fiscal year 2058/059 is

100% then increased to 105%, 115%, 141%, and 152% in the fiscal year

2059/060, 2060/061, 2061/062& 2062/063 respectively?

Therefore, both trends to some extent adopt same features and the difference is

only in volume not in nature.

Graph no 4.9.2
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Graph showing inventory and cash &
bank balance
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Graph no. 4.9.2

Graph no. 4.9.2 shows the trend line of total current assets and net

working capital in terms of percentage. In the fiscal year 2058/059 both the

current assets & net working capital is 100%. In the fiscal year 2059/060 net

working capital is increased to 127% and then decreased to 70%, 42% & 65% in

2060/061, 2061/062 and 2062/063 respectively. It shows that net working

capital in last three years is poor than first two years.

Graph no 4.9.3

Graph no. 4.9.3

Graph no. 4.9.3 shows the trend line of inventory and cash & bank

balance. Inventory is 100% in the fiscal year 2058/059 and then 108%, 99%,



108% & 126% in the fiscal year 2059/060, 2060/061, 2061/062 & 2062/063

respectively.

In the same way cash and bank balance in the fiscal year 2058/059

is 100% and then decreased to 86% & 94% in 2059/060 & 2060/061

respectively. After that it is increased to 263% & 127% in the fiscal year

2061/062 & 2062/063 respectively. The cash position in 2061/062 & 2062/063

seems very strong and there is an excess inventory in the company.



Graph no 4.9.4

Graph no. 4.9.4

Graph no. 4.9.4 shows the trend line of two major components of
working capital; sundry debtors & outstanding expenses. The trend line of
sundry debtor is in increasing way when it is assumed 100% in fiscal year
2058/059 , the debtor are 116%, 127%, 137%, 156% in the fiscal year
2059/060, 2060/061, 2061/062 & 2062/063 respectively.

It shows that the company's collection policy is not well managed & the

company is considering liberal policy.

In the same way the trend line of outstanding expenses is in increasing way.

Trend of outstanding expenses are 100%, 103%, 112%, 138% and 148% in the

fiscal year 2058/059, 2059/060, 2060/061, 2061/062 & 2062/063 respectively.

Graph showing sundry debtors and
outstanding expenses
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Graph no. 4.9.5

Graph no. 4.9.5

Graph no. 4.9.5 shows the trend line of cost of goods sold and inventory.
The trend line of both in the fiscal year 2058/059 is 100%. Cost of goods sold is
increased to 120% in the fiscal year 2059/060 and then decreased to 99%, 90%
and 100% in 2060/061, 2061/062 and 2062/063 respectively.

The trend line is increased in the fiscal year 2059/060 to 108% and then
decreased to 99% in 2060/061. After that it increased to 108% and 126% in the
fiscal year 2061/062 and 2062/063 respectively.

Graph no 4.9.6
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Graph no. 4.9.6

Graph no. 4.9.6 shows the trend line of gross profit and sales. Both the
gross profit and sales percentage of fiscal year 2058/059 is 100 percentages. The
gross profit percentage inn 2059/060, 2060/061, 2061/062and 2062/063 are
198%, 104%, 94% and 121%respectively. The gross profit in average is in
increasing way.

The trend line of sales is some times increasing and sometimes decreasing. The
percentage sale in 2059/060 is 139% and decreased to 99% and 91% in the
fiscal year 2060/061 and 2061/062 respectively. After that is has increased to
105% in 2062/063.

Graph showing gross profit and sales
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Chapter - Five

5.1 Summary :-

In the introduction chapter, we have discussed the process of

industrialization and its role & importance in Nepal with overall picture of

Hetauda Cement Industries Limited. The concepts of working capital & its role

and importance in manufacturing company like Hetauda Cement Industries

Limited has also been included. Besides it, statements of problems and the

objective of the study are also included there in.

The Second Chapter i.e. reviews of literature gives the concept of

working capital, where views of different writers have been discussed. Findings

of different research paper related to the cement factory have also been

discussed here.

The basic objective of the study is to examine the management of

working capital in Hetauda Cement Industries Limited. To fulfill the objective

and other specific objective as described in chapter one, an appropriate research

methodology has been developed which includes the ratio analysis as a financial

tools & coefficient of correlation as statistical tools. The major ratio analysis

consists of the composition of working capital position, turnover position,

liquidity position and profitability position of the industries. Under these main

ratios, various ratio positions are studied in the chapter four. In order to test the

relationship between various components of working capital Karl Pearson’s
coefficient of correlation ‘r’ is calculated in the appendixes and the result have
been analyzed in the chapter four.

The necessary data have been taken desired from the balance sheet and

profit and loss account of Hetauda Cement Industries Limited from fiscal year

2958/059 to 2062/063 with the help of methodology described in chapter three.

These data are represented and analyzed in chapter four. In the last chapter an

Summary, Conclusion and Recommendations



attempt has been made to present summary of findings, conclusion &

recommendations for Hetauda Cement Industries Limited.

5.2 Conclusion :-

The following conclusions have been drawn through the study.

5.1.1. Analysis of current assets:-

The major components of current assets of Hetauda Cement Industries

Limited  are inventories, receivables & cash & bank balance respectively. The

inventory occupies major share in current assets i.e. 66.27%. It has shown

fluctuating trend. Debtors, advance expenses & receivable maintain second

position in ranking i.e. 29.03. %. It has also sometimes increased and some

time decreased. Cash & bank balance maintain last i.e. 3rd rank i.e. 4.70%. It

has also sometimes increased and sometimes decreased.

5.1.2. Analysis of current liabilities

The trends of current liabilities of Hetauda Cement Industries Limited

have no consistency. It adopts sometime increased & sometime decreased.

When percentage of current liabilities for fiscal year 2058/059 is assumed as

100%, the percentage current liabilities in 2059/060, 2060/061, 2061/062 &

2062/063 are 104.85%, 115.34%, 141.27% &151.72% respectively.

5.2.3 Analysis of networking capital

Networking capital has occupied major portion in working capital. The

liquidity position of the Industry during the study period seems very poor. The

networking capital in fiscal year 2058/059 is 20.54% then increased to 23.84%

in 2059/060 after that decreased to 13.60%, 7.20% & 10.03% in 2060/061,

2061/062 and 2062/063 respectively. Decreasing trend of net working capital is

not good sign for the company. Increased net working capital signifies that the



management has sufficient funds available to manage day to day affairs of the

company

5.2.4 Liquidity analysis

5.2.4.1 Current ratio:-

The current ratio of Hetauda Cement Industries Limited in average is 1.17

time. Taking standard ratio 2:1 the average ratio of industry is not looked

satisfactory i.e. liquidity position of Hetauda Cement Industries Limited looks

poor.

5.2.4.2 Quick ratio:-

The average Quick ratio of Hetauda Cement Industries Limited during the

study period is 0.3968. Standard of this ratio is 1:1. Quick ratio of industry of

each study period is below the standard which shows that the liquidity position

of the Hetauda Cement Industries Limited seems not satisfactory. The company

has invested an excess amount on inventory.

5.2.5 Analysis of efficiency of working capital

5.2.5.1 Inventory turn over ratio:-

The average inventory turn over ratio of Hetauda Cement Industries

Limited is 3.98 times which looks very poor. It shows that the inventory

management of the industry seems very poor. The company is not able to

maintain proper balance between inventory and sales.

5.2.5.2 Receivable turn over ratio:-

The receivables are generally affected by credit sales. Credit sales are

unavoidable in today’s business world turnover of Hetauda Cement Industries

Limited during study period receivables are 3.66, 4.39, 2.87, 2.44, 2.47 times

respectively. The average receivables turnover ratio of Hetauda cement Industry

limited is 3.08 times. The investment made by the company in receivable



reveals liberal credit policy. Liberal credit policy follows loose credit policy and

as a result it can incur higher bad debt losses & face the problems of liquidity.

Thus the management of Hetauda Cement Industries Limited should take care to

achieve optimum balance that maximizes the overall return of the firm.

5.2.6 Analysis of profitability of the firms:-

The average gross profit of Hetauda Cement Industries Limited during

the study period is 27.64% but the company is operating at an average loss of

28.45%. Operating cost of the industry is also high. It reveals the poor

management of assets and liabilities. The company is suffering from loss due to

poor liquidity position & over investment in inventory. The main reason is that

the company is not operating at full capacity. When the company will operate at

full capacity, there will be positive impact on profitability.

5.3 Recommendation :-

Following recommendations are made on the basis of this study:-

1) The Hetauda Cement Industries Limited should pay proper attention on the

investment in current assets. This avoids risk in management of working

capital. Many financial tools and techniques (i.e. ratio analysis, funds flow

analysis, and hypothesis test) help the Hetauda Cement Industries Limited to

identify the deviation.

2. The Hetauda Cement Industries Limited should have proper cash planning to

estimate the cash receipts & payment. This will help to minimize the

problems if it has excess or deficit cash balance. As a result there will neither

be excess nor the shortage of cash balance in the industry and the liquidity &

profitability position of the industries can also be improved.

3. Inventory is occupying large portion in the total current assets. Therefore the

huge amount of raw materials & inventory kept by Hetauda Cement

Industries Limited should be reduced in order to maintain proper balance in

sales and production. The problem of over and under stocking have also



been faced by the industry. To avoid this situation, Hetauda Cement

Industries Limited should apply stable inventory policy.

4. The Hetauda Cement Industries Limited has invested huge amount of capital

in current assets like inventory. The amount of over investment in inventory

should be reduced & the surplus from this should be invested in capital

expenditure in order to expand the production capacity & increase the sales

volume to earn more profit.

5. Effective inventory control technique should be introduced in order to

control inventory in accordance with their value & importance. To maintain

good inventory position statistical tools and mathematical tools like ratio and

technique of ABC inventory control must be introduced in determining the

stock position.

6. Receivables with reference to sales, Hetauda Cement Industries Limited

have fluctuating trend, which implies there is loose credit policy i.e. liberal

credit policy. To avoid the problems of higher level of investment in

receivables the industry should have maximum cash sales for this the

customers should be provided discounts facilities on cash purchases. It

should avoid policy of credit sales. The customers should be acquainted with

the period of credit. To accelerate the collection, the customers should be

provided discount facilities.

7. The management of Hetauda Cement Industries Limited should give due

attention for minimizing the administrative and operating cost of the

industry. The unskilled man Power, over staffing, non systematic purchasing

of raw materials, unnecessary expenses and misuse of facilities are the major

causes for higher operating cost. Systematic purchasing system, appropriate

number of staff and reduction in other overhead are main elements to over

come this problem.

8. Both the inventory turn over ratios and the receivable turn over ratios are in

miserable condition. If present trend has not been controlled, Hetauda

Cement Industries Limited may have to pay huge cost for it It is suggested

that industry should curtail its unnecessary stock of material and should



collect debtors as quick as possible. For this the company should make

regular supervision to find adequacy in working capital when ever possible.

This help a lot to avoid risk is management of working capital.

9. The Hetauda Cement Industries Limited should maintain optimum cash

balance by removing the situation of excess and deficiency in cash balance.

The company should consider general economic factors investment

opportunities and availability of its bank credit while determining optimum

cash balance.

10. The sales of Hetauda Cement Industries Limited during the study period

have not maintained according to the size of current assets. To maintain

optimum size of sales as per the size of current assets the company should

invest on advertisement as well as other promotional aspects.

11. The divisional manager should be specialized in his department so that he

will be more familiar with the problems and situation of the particular

department could deal with the problems of the department.

12.The Hetauda Cement Industries Limited should develop positive managerial
attitude towards productive investment. The manager & directors have to
bear huge responsibility and to keep interest to exercise the knowledge in
investment decision
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Abbreviation
ACP - Average Collection Period

AR - Account Receivable

AP - Account Payable

BR - Bills Receivable

BP - Bills Payable

CA - Current Assets

CL - Current Liabilities

DSO - Days Sales Outstanding

EBT - Earning Before Tax

GP - Gross Profit

LTD - Long Term Debt

NPAT - Net Profit After tax

NWC - Net Working Capital

PE - Probable Error

QA - Quick Assets

ROI - Return on Inventory

TA - Total Assets

UCIL - Hetauda Cement Industry Limited

WC - Working Capital
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Appendix Table No. 3

Hetauda Cement Industries Limited
Component of Current Assets

(Amount in Rs.)

Particulars /

Fiscal Year

2058/059 2059/060 2060/061 2061/062 2062/063

Inventory 366593428 396295522 361829425 396519340 461633273

Cash & bank

balance

17407078 15054910 16312202 45853821 22039693

Debtor &

receivable

141841135 163844967 179583784 193692086 220910035

Total Current

Assets

525841641 575195399 557725411 636065247 704583001

(Sources: Appendix no.2)
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Appendix Table No. 4

Hetauda Cement Industry Limited
Component of Current Liabilities

(Amount in Rs.)

Particulars /

Fiscal Year

2058/059 2059/060 2060/061 2061/062 2062/063

Outstanding

expenses

388929154 402235267 436006595 538592205 576593792

Provisions 28897416 35861270 45909546 57682089 57317002

Total Current

Liabilities

417826570 438096537 481916141 590274294 633910794

(Sources: Appendix no.2)
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Appendix Table No. 1

Income Statement of Hetauda Cement  Industry Limited
From fiscal year 2058/059 to 2062/063

(Amount in Rs.)

Particulars /

Fiscal Year

2058/059 2059/060 2060/061 2061/062 2062/063

Sales 518498875 719292020 515310520 473388070 546465285

Less : Cost of

Sales

(394456399) (473084345) (386174692) (356558452) (396288218)

Gross Profit 124037476 246207675 129135828 116829618 150177067

Less :

Administrative

Expenses

(32188191) (31417796) (29684003) (31881662) (34666690)

Less :

Advertisement

& Sales

Promotion

Expenses

(3783936) (1980964) (1369212) (985025) (1671161)

Operating

Profit

88065349 212808915 98082613 83962931 113839216

Add: Another

income

8668231 9113411 9888535 9897756 9908032

Less : Bad

debt

(118935) (45420) - - -

Less : Interest

Expenses

(103946100) (101028208) (97102750) (94679167) (93810070)

Less :

Depreciation

(111212940) (111392765) (109423811) (87026181) (87072783)

Less : Write

off of deferred

expenses

(37237745) (37237745) (37237745) (37237745) (37237745)

Profit before

tax adjustment

(155782140) (277818112) (135793158) (125082406) (94373350)
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Less :

Provision fix

tax

- - - - -

Net profit /

loss

(155782140) (277818112) (135793158) (1250825406) (94373350)

Previous year

profit & loss

adjusted

- (3510563) - (60032) (113636)

Previous year

balance

(508860177) (664642318) (695934694) (831727852) (956870291)

Balance

Carried to

balance sheet

664642317 (695934693) (831727852) (956870290) (1051357277)

Appendix Table No. 2 Balance Sheet of Hetauda Cement  Industry
Limited

From fiscal year 2058/059 to
2062/063 (Amount  in Rs.)
Particulars /
Fiscal Year

2058/059 2059/060 2060/061 2061/062 2062/063

Capital &
Liabilities
Share Capital 3648051000 3648051000 3648051000 3648051000 3648051000
Reserve &
Surplus

(664642317) (695934693) (831727852) (956870290) (1051357278)

Long term
loan
unsecured

2046175274 1966175274 1910000000 1880000000 1855000000

Total Capital
& Liabilities

5029583957 4918291581 4726323148 4571176720 4451693722

Assets
Fixed assets 2531820998 2535573543 2538914507 2540808280 2542036605
Less :
Depreciation

(918936443) (1030329207) (1139753019) (1226740058) (1313812841)

Net fixed
assets

161884555 1505244336 1399161488 314068222 1228223764

Work in
progress

3059742540 3058744340 305844153 3058247055 3059465006

Total fixed
assets (1)

4672627095 4563988678 4457705641 4372315276 4287688770

Fixed deposit 57500000 60000000 70000000 67500000 45000000
Short term 3400000 3400000 3400000 3400000 3400000
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investment
Share
investment

1853062 4853062 7695000 7695000 7695000

Total inv. (2) 62753062 68253062 81095000 71669500 56095000
Current assets
:
Inventory

366593428 396295522 361829425 396519340 461633273

Cash & bank
balance

17407078 15054910 16312202 45853821 22039693

Debtor &
receivable

141841135 163844967 179583784 193692086 220910035

Total Current
Assets (3)

525841641 575195399 557725411 636065247 704583001

Current
Liabilities
Out Standing
expenses

388929154 402235267 436006595 538592205 576593792

Provisions 28897416 35861270 45909546 51682089 57317002
Total Current
Liabilities (4)

417826570 438096537 481916141 590274294 633910794

Net Current
Assets (3-4)

108015071 137098862 75809270 45790953 70672207

Deferred
Expenses (5)

186188729 148950981 111713237 74475491 37237745

Total Assets
[(1+2+(3-
4)+5]

5029583957 4918291581 4726323148 4571176720 4451693722
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Appendix Table - 5

Calculation of Coefficient of Correlation
Between Current Assets & Total Assets

(In 100000)

Fiscal

Year

Current

Assets

(x)

Total

Assets (y)

x2 y2 xy

2058/059 5258.41 50295.83 27650875.73 2529670515 264476095.4

2059/060 5751.95 49182.91 33084928.80 2418958636 282897639.2

2060/061 5577.25 47263.23 31105717.56 2233812910 263598849.5

2061/062 6360.65 45711.76 40457868.42 2089565002 290756506.2

2062/063 7045.83 44516.93 49643720.39 1981757057 313658720.9

Total x =

29994.09

y =

236970.66

x2=181943110.90 y2=11253764120 xy=1415387811.2

(Sources: Appendix no. 2)

Now,

r = Probable error

(P.E.) =

=

=

= -0.909

= 0.0524

Appendix Table - 6

Calculation of Coefficient of Correlation
Between Current Assets & Fixed Assets

(In 100000)

Fiscal Year Current Assets (x) Fixed Assets (y) x2 y2 xy

2222 )()( yyNyxN

yxxyN





22 )66.236970(011253764125)09.29994(90.1819431105

66.23697009.299942.15141538781
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1 2




N

r

6745.0
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)909.0(1 2
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2058/059 5258.41 46726.27 27650875.73 2183344308 245705885.4

2059/060 5751.95 45639.88 33084928.80 2082998646 262518307.8

2060/061 5577.25 44577.05 31105717.56 1987113387 248617352.1

2061/062 6360.65 43723.15 40457868.42 1911713846 278107654

2062/063 7045.83 42876.88 49643720.39 1838426839 302103207.4

Total x = 29994.09 y = 223543.23 x2=181943110.90 y2=10003597026 xy= 1337052406.7

(Sources: Appendix no. 2)

Now,

r = Probable error

(P.E.) =

=

=

= -0.912

= 0.0507

Appendix Table - 7

Calculation of Coefficient of Correlation
Between Current Assets & Sales

(In 100000)

Fiscal Year Current Assets (x) Sales (y) x2 y2 xy

2058/059 5258.41 5184.93 27650875.73 26883499.10 27264487.76

2059/060 5751.95 7192.92 33084928.80 51738098.13 41373316.19

2060/061 5577.25 5153.10 31105717.56 26554439.61 28740126.98

2061/062 6360.65 4733.88 40457868.42 22409619.85 30110553.82

2062/063 7045.83 5464.65 49643720.39 29862399.62 38502994.91

Total x = 29994.09 y = 27729.48 x2=181943110.90 y2=157488056.31 xy= 165991479.66

2222 )()( yyNyxN

yxxyN





22 )23.223543(610003597025)09.29994(90.1819431105
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(Sources: Appendix  no. 1 and 2)

Now,

r = Probable error

(P.E.) =

=

=

= -0.129

= 0.297

Appendix Table - 8

Calculation of Coefficient of Correlation
Between Net Working Capital & Current Assets

(In 100000)

Fiscal Year NWC (x) CA (y) x2 y2 xy

2058/059 1080.15 5258.41 1166724.02 27650875.73 5679871.56

2059/060 1370.98 5751.95 1879586.16 33084928.80 7885808.41

2060/061 758.09 5577.25 574700.45 31105717.56 4228057.45

2061/062 457.90 6360.65 209672.41 40457868.42 2912541.64

2062/063 706.72 7045.83 499453.15 49643720.39 4979428.98

Total x = 4373.84 y = 29994.09 y2 = 4330136.19 y2=181943110.90 xy = 25685708.04

(Sources: Appendix no. 2)

Now,

r = Probable error

(P.E.) =

=

=

2222 )()(

.
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yxxyN
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= -0.548

= 0.211

Appendix Table - 9

Calculation of Coefficient of Correlation
Between Inventory & Current Assets

(In 100000)

Fiscal Year Inventory (x) Current Assets (y) x2 y2 xy

2058/059 3665.93 5258.41 13439042.76 27650875.73 19276962.97

2059/060 3962.95 5751.95 15704972.70 33084928.80 22794690.25

2060/061 3618.29 5577.25 13092022.52 31105717.56 20180107.90

2061/062 3965.19 6360.65 15722731.74 40457868.42 25221185.77

2062/063 4616.33 7045.83 21310502.68 49643720.39 32525876.40

Total x = 19828.69 y = 29994.09 x2 = 79269272.40 y2=181943110.90 xy = 119998823.29

(Sources: Appendix no.2)

Now,

r = Probable error

(P.E.) =

=

=

= -0.929

= 0.0413

Appendix Table - 10

Calculation of Coefficient of Correlation
Between Cash, Bank & Current Assets

(In 100000)

22 )09.29994(90.1819431105)69.19828(40.792692725

09.2999469.1982829.1199988235
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Fiscal Year Cash Bank (x) Current Assets (y) x2 y2 xy

2058/059 174.07 5258.41 30300.36 27650875.73 915331.43

2059/060 150.54 5751.95 22662.29 33084928.80 865898.55

2060/061 163.12 5577.25 26608.13 31105717.56 909761.02

2061/062 458.53 6360.65 210249.76 40457868.42 2916548.85

2062/063 220.39 7045.83 48571.75 49643720.39 1552830.47

Total x = 1166.65 y = 29994.09 x2 = 338392.29 y2=181943110.90 xy = 7160370.32

(Sources: Appendix no. 2)

Now,

r = Probable error

(P.E.)         =

=

=

= -0.443

= 0.242

22 )09.29994(90.1819431105)65.1166(29.3383925

09.2999465.116632.71603705
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Appendix Table - 11

Calculation of Coefficient of Correlation
Between Inventory & Sales

(In 100000)

Fiscal Year Inventory (x) Sales (y) x2 y2 xy

2058/059 3665.93 5184.93 13439042.76 26883499.10 19007590.43

2059/060 3962.95 7192.92 15704972.70 51738098.13 28505182.31

2060/061 3618.29 5153.10 13092022.52 26554439.61 18645410.20

2061/062 3965.19 4733.88 15722731.74 22409619.85 18770733.64

2062/063 4616.33 5464.65 21310502.68 29862399.62 25226627.73

Total x = 19828.69 y = 27729.48 x2 = 79269272.40 y2=157488056.31 xy = 110155544.30

(Sources: Appendix no. 1 & 2)

Now,

r = Probable error

(P.E.) =

=

=

= -0.123

= 0.297

22 )48.27729(31.1574880565)69.19828(40.792692725

48.2772969.1982830.1101555445
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Appendix Table -12

Calculation of Coefficient of Correlation
Between Cash, Bank & Sales

(In 100000)

Fiscal Year Cash & Bank (x) Sales (y) x2 y2 xy

2058/059 174.07 5184.93 30300.36 26883499.10 902540.77

2059/060 150.54 7192.92 22662.29 51738098.13 1082822.18

2060/061 163.12 5153.10 26608.13 26554439.61 840573.67

2061/062 458.53 4733.88 210249.76 22409619.85 2170625.99

2062/063 220.39 5464.65 48571.75 29862399.62 1204354.21

Total x = 1166.65 y = 27729.48 x2 = 338392.29 y2=157488056.31 xy = 6200916.82

(Sources: Appendix no. 1 & 2)

Now,

r = Probable error

(P.E.) =

=

=

= -0.544

= 0.212

22 )48.27729(31.1574880565)65.1166(29.3383925

48.2772965.116682.62009165
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Appendix Table -13

Calculation of Coefficient of Correlation
Between Networking Capital Sales

(In 100000)

Fiscal Year NWC (x) Sales (y) x2 y2 xy

2058/059 1080.15 5184.93 1166724.02 26883499.10 5600502.14

2059/060 1370.98 7192.92 1879586.16 51738098.13 9861349.46

2060/061 758.09 5153.10 574700.45 26554439.61 3906513.58

2061/062 457.90 4733.88 209672.41 22409619.85 2167643.65

2062/063 706.72 5464.65 499453.15 29862399.62 3861977.45

Total x = 4373.84 y = 27729.48 x2 = 4330136.19 y2=157488056.31 xy = 25397986.28

(Sources: Appendix no.1 & 2)

Now,

r = Probable error

(P.E.) =

=

=

= -0.835

= 0.0913

22 )48.27729(31.1574880565)84.4373(19.43301365

48.2772984.437328.253979865
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Appendix Table -14

Calculation of Coefficient of Correlation
Between Debtor, Receivable & Sales

(In 100000)

Fiscal Year Debtor &

Receivables (x)

Sales (y) x2 y2 xy

2058/059 1418.41 5184.93 2011886.93 26883499.10 7354356.56

2059/060 1638.44 7192.92 2684485.63 51738098.13 11785167.84

2060/061 1795.83 5153.10 3225005.39 26554439.61 9254091.57

2061/062 1936.92 4733.88 3751659.08 22409619.85 9169146.85

2062/063 2209.10 5464.65 4880122.81 29862399.62 12071958.32

Total x = 8998.7 y = 27729.48 x2 = 16553159.84 y2=157488056.31 xy = 49634721.14

(Sources: Appendix no. 1 & 2)

Now,

r = Probable error

(P.E.) =

=

=

= -0.236

= 0.285

Appendix Table -15

Calculation of Coefficient of Correlation
Between Sales & Gross Profit

(In 100000)

Fiscal Year Sales (x) Gross Profit (y) x2 y2 xy

2058/059 5184.93 1240.37 26883499.10 1538517.73 6431231.62

2059/060 7192.92 2462.07 51738098.13 6061788.68 17709472.54
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2060/061 5153.10 1291.35 26554439.61 1667584.82 6654455.69

2061/062 4733.88 1168.29 22409619.85 1364901.52 5530544.67

2062/063 5464.65 1501.77 29862399.62 2255313.13 8206647.43

Total x = 27729.48 y = 7663.85 x2=157488056.31 y2 = 12888105.88 xy = 44532351.95

(Sources: Appendix no. 1)

Now,

r = Probable error

(P.E.) =

=

=

= 0.987

= 0.0078

2222 )()(

.

yyxxN

yxxyN
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Appendix Table -16

Calculation of Coefficient of Correlation
Between Operating Cost & Sales

(In 100000)

Fiscal Year Operating Cost (x) Sales (y) x2 y2 xy

2058/059 4304.29 5184.93 18526912.40 26883499.10 22317442.35

2059/060 5064.83 7192.92 25652502.93 51738098.13 36430917.00

2060/061 4172.28 5153.10 17407920.40 26554439.61 21500176.07

2061/062 3894.25 4733.88 15165183.06 22409619.85 18434912.19

2062/063 4326.26 5464.65 18716525.59 29862399.62 23641496.71

Total x = 21761.91 y = 27729.48 x2=95469044.38 y2 =157448056.31 xy = 122324944.32

(Sources: Appendix no.1.)

Now,

r = Probable error

(P.E.) =

=

=

= 0.98

= 0.012
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Appendix Table -17

Calculation of Coefficient of Correlation
Between Quick Assets & Current Liabilities

(In 100000)

Fiscal Year Quick Assets (x) Current Liabilities (y) x2 y2 xy

2058/059 1592.48 4178.26 2535992.55 17457856.63 6653795.48

2059/060 1788.99 4380.96 3200485.22 19192810.52 7837493.63

2060/061 1958.95 4819.16 3837485.10 23224303.11 9440493.48

2061/062 2395.45 5902.74 5738180.70 34842339.51 14139718.53

2062/063 2429.49 6339.10 5902421.66 40184188.81 15400780.06

Total x = 10165.36 y = 25620.22 x2=21214565.23 y2 =134901498.58 xy = 53472281.18

(Sources: Appendix no.2)

Now,

r = Probable error

(P.E.) =

=

=

= 0.983

= 0.0102
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Appendix Table -18

Calculation of Coefficient of Correlation
Between Current Assets & Current Liabilities

(In 100000)

Fiscal Year Current Assets (x) Current Liabilities (y) x2 y2 xy

2058/059 5258.41 4178.26 27650875.73 17457856.63 21971004.17

2059/060 5751.95 4380.96 33084928.80 19192810.52 25199062.87

2060/061 5577.25 4819.16 31105717.56 23224303.11 26877660.11

2061/062 6360.65 5902.74 40457868.42 34842339.51 37545263.18

2062/063 7045.83 6339.10 49643720.39 40184188.81 44664220.95

Total x = 2994.09 y = 25620.22 x2=181943110.90 y2 =134901498.58 xy = 156257211.28

(Sources: Appendix no.2)

Now,

r = Probable error

(P.E.) =

=

=

= 0.95

= 0.0294
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Appendix Table No. 3

Hetauda Cement Industries Limited
Component of Current Assets

(Amount in Rs.)

Particulars /

Fiscal Year

2058/059 2059/060 2060/061 2061/062 2062/063

Inventory 366593428 396295522 361829425 396519340 461633273

Cash & bank

balance

17407078 15054910 16312202 45853821 22039693

Debtor &

receivable

141841135 163844967 179583784 193692086 220910035

Total Current

Assets

525841641 575195399 557725411 636065247 704583001

(Sources: Appendix no.2)
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Appendix Table No. 4

Hetauda Cement Industry Limited
Component of Current Liabilities

(Amount in Rs.)

Particulars /

Fiscal Year

2058/059 2059/060 2060/061 2061/062 2062/063

Outstanding

expenses

388929154 402235267 436006595 538592205 576593792

Provisions 28897416 35861270 45909546 57682089 57317002

Total Current

Liabilities

417826570 438096537 481916141 590274294 633910794

(Sources: Appendix no.2)
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Appendix Table No. 1

Income Statement of Hetauda Cement  Industry Limited
From fiscal year 2058/059 to 2062/063

(Amount in Rs.)

Particulars /

Fiscal Year

2058/059 2059/060 2060/061 2061/062 2062/063

Sales 518498875 719292020 515310520 473388070 546465285

Less : Cost of

Sales

(394456399) (473084345) (386174692) (356558452) (396288218)

Gross Profit 124037476 246207675 129135828 116829618 150177067

Less :

Administrative

Expenses

(32188191) (31417796) (29684003) (31881662) (34666690)

Less :

Advertisement

& Sales

Promotion

Expenses

(3783936) (1980964) (1369212) (985025) (1671161)

Operating

Profit

88065349 212808915 98082613 83962931 113839216

Add: Another

income

8668231 9113411 9888535 9897756 9908032

Less : Bad

debt

(118935) (45420) - - -

Less : Interest

Expenses

(103946100) (101028208) (97102750) (94679167) (93810070)

Less :

Depreciation

(111212940) (111392765) (109423811) (87026181) (87072783)

Less : Write

off of deferred

expenses

(37237745) (37237745) (37237745) (37237745) (37237745)

Profit before

tax adjustment

(155782140) (277818112) (135793158) (125082406) (94373350)
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Less :

Provision fix

tax

- - - - -

Net profit /

loss

(155782140) (277818112) (135793158) (1250825406) (94373350)

Previous year

profit & loss

adjusted

- (3510563) - (60032) (113636)

Previous year

balance

(508860177) (664642318) (695934694) (831727852) (956870291)

Balance

Carried to

balance sheet

664642317 (695934693) (831727852) (956870290) (1051357277)

Appendix Table No. 2 Balance Sheet of Hetauda Cement  Industry
Limited

From fiscal year 2058/059 to
2062/063 (Amount  in Rs.)
Particulars /
Fiscal Year

2058/059 2059/060 2060/061 2061/062 2062/063

Capital &
Liabilities
Share Capital 3648051000 3648051000 3648051000 3648051000 3648051000
Reserve &
Surplus

(664642317) (695934693) (831727852) (956870290) (1051357278)

Long term
loan
unsecured

2046175274 1966175274 1910000000 1880000000 1855000000

Total Capital
& Liabilities

5029583957 4918291581 4726323148 4571176720 4451693722

Assets
Fixed assets 2531820998 2535573543 2538914507 2540808280 2542036605
Less :
Depreciation

(918936443) (1030329207) (1139753019) (1226740058) (1313812841)

Net fixed
assets

161884555 1505244336 1399161488 314068222 1228223764

Work in
progress

3059742540 3058744340 305844153 3058247055 3059465006

Total fixed
assets (1)

4672627095 4563988678 4457705641 4372315276 4287688770

Fixed deposit 57500000 60000000 70000000 67500000 45000000
Short term 3400000 3400000 3400000 3400000 3400000
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investment
Share
investment

1853062 4853062 7695000 7695000 7695000

Total inv. (2) 62753062 68253062 81095000 71669500 56095000
Current assets
:
Inventory

366593428 396295522 361829425 396519340 461633273

Cash & bank
balance

17407078 15054910 16312202 45853821 22039693

Debtor &
receivable

141841135 163844967 179583784 193692086 220910035

Total Current
Assets (3)

525841641 575195399 557725411 636065247 704583001

Current
Liabilities
Out Standing
expenses

388929154 402235267 436006595 538592205 576593792

Provisions 28897416 35861270 45909546 51682089 57317002
Total Current
Liabilities (4)

417826570 438096537 481916141 590274294 633910794

Net Current
Assets (3-4)

108015071 137098862 75809270 45790953 70672207

Deferred
Expenses (5)

186188729 148950981 111713237 74475491 37237745

Total Assets
[(1+2+(3-
4)+5]

5029583957 4918291581 4726323148 4571176720 4451693722
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Appendix Table - 5

Calculation of Coefficient of Correlation
Between Current Assets & Total Assets

(In 100000)

Fiscal

Year

Current

Assets

(x)

Total

Assets (y)

x2 y2 xy

2058/059 5258.41 50295.83 27650875.73 2529670515 264476095.4

2059/060 5751.95 49182.91 33084928.80 2418958636 282897639.2

2060/061 5577.25 47263.23 31105717.56 2233812910 263598849.5

2061/062 6360.65 45711.76 40457868.42 2089565002 290756506.2

2062/063 7045.83 44516.93 49643720.39 1981757057 313658720.9

Total x =

29994.09

y =

236970.66

x2=181943110.90 y2=11253764120 xy=1415387811.2

(Sources: Appendix no. 2)

Now,

r = Probable error

(P.E.) =

=

=

= -0.909

= 0.0524

Appendix Table - 6

Calculation of Coefficient of Correlation
Between Current Assets & Fixed Assets

(In 100000)

Fiscal Year Current Assets (x) Fixed Assets (y) x2 y2 xy
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2058/059 5258.41 46726.27 27650875.73 2183344308 245705885.4

2059/060 5751.95 45639.88 33084928.80 2082998646 262518307.8

2060/061 5577.25 44577.05 31105717.56 1987113387 248617352.1

2061/062 6360.65 43723.15 40457868.42 1911713846 278107654

2062/063 7045.83 42876.88 49643720.39 1838426839 302103207.4

Total x = 29994.09 y = 223543.23 x2=181943110.90 y2=10003597026 xy= 1337052406.7

(Sources: Appendix no. 2)

Now,

r = Probable error

(P.E.) =

=

=

= -0.912

= 0.0507

Appendix Table - 7

Calculation of Coefficient of Correlation
Between Current Assets & Sales

(In 100000)

Fiscal Year Current Assets (x) Sales (y) x2 y2 xy

2058/059 5258.41 5184.93 27650875.73 26883499.10 27264487.76

2059/060 5751.95 7192.92 33084928.80 51738098.13 41373316.19

2060/061 5577.25 5153.10 31105717.56 26554439.61 28740126.98

2061/062 6360.65 4733.88 40457868.42 22409619.85 30110553.82

2062/063 7045.83 5464.65 49643720.39 29862399.62 38502994.91

Total x = 29994.09 y = 27729.48 x2=181943110.90 y2=157488056.31 xy= 165991479.66
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(Sources: Appendix  no. 1 and 2)

Now,

r = Probable error

(P.E.) =

=

=

= -0.129

= 0.297

Appendix Table - 8

Calculation of Coefficient of Correlation
Between Net Working Capital & Current Assets

(In 100000)

Fiscal Year NWC (x) CA (y) x2 y2 xy

2058/059 1080.15 5258.41 1166724.02 27650875.73 5679871.56

2059/060 1370.98 5751.95 1879586.16 33084928.80 7885808.41

2060/061 758.09 5577.25 574700.45 31105717.56 4228057.45

2061/062 457.90 6360.65 209672.41 40457868.42 2912541.64

2062/063 706.72 7045.83 499453.15 49643720.39 4979428.98

Total x = 4373.84 y = 29994.09 y2 = 4330136.19 y2=181943110.90 xy = 25685708.04

(Sources: Appendix no. 2)

Now,

r = Probable error

(P.E.) =

=

=
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= -0.548

= 0.211

Appendix Table - 9

Calculation of Coefficient of Correlation
Between Inventory & Current Assets

(In 100000)

Fiscal Year Inventory (x) Current Assets (y) x2 y2 xy

2058/059 3665.93 5258.41 13439042.76 27650875.73 19276962.97

2059/060 3962.95 5751.95 15704972.70 33084928.80 22794690.25

2060/061 3618.29 5577.25 13092022.52 31105717.56 20180107.90

2061/062 3965.19 6360.65 15722731.74 40457868.42 25221185.77

2062/063 4616.33 7045.83 21310502.68 49643720.39 32525876.40

Total x = 19828.69 y = 29994.09 x2 = 79269272.40 y2=181943110.90 xy = 119998823.29

(Sources: Appendix no.2)

Now,

r = Probable error

(P.E.) =

=

=

= -0.929

= 0.0413

Appendix Table - 10

Calculation of Coefficient of Correlation
Between Cash, Bank & Current Assets

(In 100000)
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Fiscal Year Cash Bank (x) Current Assets (y) x2 y2 xy

2058/059 174.07 5258.41 30300.36 27650875.73 915331.43

2059/060 150.54 5751.95 22662.29 33084928.80 865898.55

2060/061 163.12 5577.25 26608.13 31105717.56 909761.02

2061/062 458.53 6360.65 210249.76 40457868.42 2916548.85

2062/063 220.39 7045.83 48571.75 49643720.39 1552830.47

Total x = 1166.65 y = 29994.09 x2 = 338392.29 y2=181943110.90 xy = 7160370.32

(Sources: Appendix no. 2)

Now,

r = Probable error

(P.E.)         =

=

=

= -0.443

= 0.242
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Appendix Table - 11

Calculation of Coefficient of Correlation
Between Inventory & Sales

(In 100000)

Fiscal Year Inventory (x) Sales (y) x2 y2 xy

2058/059 3665.93 5184.93 13439042.76 26883499.10 19007590.43

2059/060 3962.95 7192.92 15704972.70 51738098.13 28505182.31

2060/061 3618.29 5153.10 13092022.52 26554439.61 18645410.20

2061/062 3965.19 4733.88 15722731.74 22409619.85 18770733.64

2062/063 4616.33 5464.65 21310502.68 29862399.62 25226627.73

Total x = 19828.69 y = 27729.48 x2 = 79269272.40 y2=157488056.31 xy = 110155544.30

(Sources: Appendix no. 1 & 2)

Now,

r = Probable error

(P.E.) =

=

=

= -0.123

= 0.297
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Appendix Table -12

Calculation of Coefficient of Correlation
Between Cash, Bank & Sales

(In 100000)

Fiscal Year Cash & Bank (x) Sales (y) x2 y2 xy

2058/059 174.07 5184.93 30300.36 26883499.10 902540.77

2059/060 150.54 7192.92 22662.29 51738098.13 1082822.18

2060/061 163.12 5153.10 26608.13 26554439.61 840573.67

2061/062 458.53 4733.88 210249.76 22409619.85 2170625.99

2062/063 220.39 5464.65 48571.75 29862399.62 1204354.21

Total x = 1166.65 y = 27729.48 x2 = 338392.29 y2=157488056.31 xy = 6200916.82

(Sources: Appendix no. 1 & 2)

Now,

r = Probable error

(P.E.) =

=

=

= -0.544

= 0.212
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Appendix Table -13

Calculation of Coefficient of Correlation
Between Networking Capital Sales

(In 100000)

Fiscal Year NWC (x) Sales (y) x2 y2 xy

2058/059 1080.15 5184.93 1166724.02 26883499.10 5600502.14

2059/060 1370.98 7192.92 1879586.16 51738098.13 9861349.46

2060/061 758.09 5153.10 574700.45 26554439.61 3906513.58

2061/062 457.90 4733.88 209672.41 22409619.85 2167643.65

2062/063 706.72 5464.65 499453.15 29862399.62 3861977.45

Total x = 4373.84 y = 27729.48 x2 = 4330136.19 y2=157488056.31 xy = 25397986.28

(Sources: Appendix no.1 & 2)

Now,

r = Probable error

(P.E.) =

=

=

= -0.835

= 0.0913
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Appendix Table -14

Calculation of Coefficient of Correlation
Between Debtor, Receivable & Sales

(In 100000)

Fiscal Year Debtor &

Receivables (x)

Sales (y) x2 y2 xy

2058/059 1418.41 5184.93 2011886.93 26883499.10 7354356.56

2059/060 1638.44 7192.92 2684485.63 51738098.13 11785167.84

2060/061 1795.83 5153.10 3225005.39 26554439.61 9254091.57

2061/062 1936.92 4733.88 3751659.08 22409619.85 9169146.85

2062/063 2209.10 5464.65 4880122.81 29862399.62 12071958.32

Total x = 8998.7 y = 27729.48 x2 = 16553159.84 y2=157488056.31 xy = 49634721.14

(Sources: Appendix no. 1 & 2)

Now,

r = Probable error

(P.E.) =

=

=

= -0.236

= 0.285

Appendix Table -15

Calculation of Coefficient of Correlation
Between Sales & Gross Profit

(In 100000)

Fiscal Year Sales (x) Gross Profit (y) x2 y2 xy

2058/059 5184.93 1240.37 26883499.10 1538517.73 6431231.62

2059/060 7192.92 2462.07 51738098.13 6061788.68 17709472.54
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2060/061 5153.10 1291.35 26554439.61 1667584.82 6654455.69

2061/062 4733.88 1168.29 22409619.85 1364901.52 5530544.67

2062/063 5464.65 1501.77 29862399.62 2255313.13 8206647.43

Total x = 27729.48 y = 7663.85 x2=157488056.31 y2 = 12888105.88 xy = 44532351.95

(Sources: Appendix no. 1)

Now,

r = Probable error

(P.E.) =

=

=

= 0.987

= 0.0078
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Appendix Table -16

Calculation of Coefficient of Correlation
Between Operating Cost & Sales

(In 100000)

Fiscal Year Operating Cost (x) Sales (y) x2 y2 xy

2058/059 4304.29 5184.93 18526912.40 26883499.10 22317442.35

2059/060 5064.83 7192.92 25652502.93 51738098.13 36430917.00

2060/061 4172.28 5153.10 17407920.40 26554439.61 21500176.07

2061/062 3894.25 4733.88 15165183.06 22409619.85 18434912.19

2062/063 4326.26 5464.65 18716525.59 29862399.62 23641496.71

Total x = 21761.91 y = 27729.48 x2=95469044.38 y2 =157448056.31 xy = 122324944.32

(Sources: Appendix no.1.)

Now,

r = Probable error

(P.E.) =

=

=

= 0.98

= 0.012
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Appendix Table -17

Calculation of Coefficient of Correlation
Between Quick Assets & Current Liabilities

(In 100000)

Fiscal Year Quick Assets (x) Current Liabilities (y) x2 y2 xy

2058/059 1592.48 4178.26 2535992.55 17457856.63 6653795.48

2059/060 1788.99 4380.96 3200485.22 19192810.52 7837493.63

2060/061 1958.95 4819.16 3837485.10 23224303.11 9440493.48

2061/062 2395.45 5902.74 5738180.70 34842339.51 14139718.53

2062/063 2429.49 6339.10 5902421.66 40184188.81 15400780.06

Total x = 10165.36 y = 25620.22 x2=21214565.23 y2 =134901498.58 xy = 53472281.18

(Sources: Appendix no.2)

Now,

r = Probable error

(P.E.) =

=

=

= 0.983

= 0.0102
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Appendix Table -18

Calculation of Coefficient of Correlation
Between Current Assets & Current Liabilities

(In 100000)

Fiscal Year Current Assets (x) Current Liabilities (y) x2 y2 xy

2058/059 5258.41 4178.26 27650875.73 17457856.63 21971004.17

2059/060 5751.95 4380.96 33084928.80 19192810.52 25199062.87

2060/061 5577.25 4819.16 31105717.56 23224303.11 26877660.11

2061/062 6360.65 5902.74 40457868.42 34842339.51 37545263.18

2062/063 7045.83 6339.10 49643720.39 40184188.81 44664220.95

Total x = 2994.09 y = 25620.22 x2=181943110.90 y2 =134901498.58 xy = 156257211.28

(Sources: Appendix no.2)

Now,

r = Probable error

(P.E.) =

=

=

= 0.95

= 0.0294
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